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Abstract

Racial bias is a complex and multi-faceted issue, which has provoked thorough
examination and exploration across many disciplines. Economists have found
evidence of racial bias in several sports whose well-specified rules and regulations
facilitate the identification of bias in the decisions of referees and umpires. These
and other studies have suggested that third-party observation of decisions can
reduce racial (and perhaps other types of) bias, perhaps through the triggering
of reputational dynamics. To test this hypothesis, which implicitly underpins
the use of monitoring technology in sport, I examine decision-making outcomes
of cricket umpires in the presence of the Decision Review System (DRS). The
sport of cricket provides a fascinating case study because players are empowered
to utilize the DRS, which applies a host of technological elements, to challenge
umpires when they call players out or not, and determine a more objective measure
of whether a player is actually out. An empirical and theoretical exposition of umpire
decision-making outcomes when the DRS is used suggests that white umpires have
a reputation-related desire to appear unbiased, and this desire manifests itself in an
overcompensation, generating a bias against white players.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

“[Darrell] Hair is one of those characters when he wears the white umpire’s coat,
he metamorphoses into a mini Hitler” - Imran Khan (2006), Pakistan Prime
Minister & Former Pakistan Cricket Captain
The sport of men’s cricket is closely linked to race. International recognition of
the sport spread on the back of British colonialism, a racially charged social and
economic phenomenon, and recently there has been no shortage of off- and on-field
controversy centred around race. A notable example concerns the Australian umpire
Darrell Hair, who in 2006 threatened to sue the International Cricket Council (ICC),
claiming that he was dismissed from all international umpiring duties because the
Pakistan Cricket Board claimed that his decision to penalize the Pakistan cricket
team for ball tampering was racially motivated. Another example was the demotion
of Ross Emerson in 1999, another Australian umpire, who repeatedly made decisions
against the bowling style of the prolific bowler and Sri Lankan national icon,
Muttiah Muralitharan, stating that his bowling style was not within the regulations
of the game. Hair and Emerson were on the receiving end of an out-pouring of
disapprobation that vilified their actions and stagnated their international umpiring
careers. The mobilization of fans and the media is amplified in international matches
because, for many supporters, national identity is tied to their team’s performance.

Umpires have the power to make subjective calls that influence match outcomes.
Common examples are the power given to the umpire to determine whether it is
bright enough to continue play, whether to suspend play when it is raining and
how much extra time to add to the game when there has been a stoppage. The
largest impact the on-field umpires have on the game is that they are the main
adjudicators in determining whether a batsman is out or not. From this position of
power, whether the umpire feels the pressure not, he is endowed with the ability to
somewhat mitigate the sentiment of racial discrimination that may exist within the
sport.
Men’s cricket provides a fascinating case study into racial bias both for the reasons
of history and power dynamics sketched above, and because of its use of the Decision
1

Review System (DRS). The DRS arms players with the power to meaningfully
challenge an umpire’s decision in real time, and in a way that could significantly
impact the course of the game. When the DRS is implemented the umpire receives
on-the-spot feedback for a decision he made in a high-pressure and time-poor
situation. Examining the decision-making behaviour of cricket umpires in this
environment where their decisions are constantly scrutinized, and can be challenged
outright provides a unique opportunity to interrogate the incentive structure that
may generate racial bias in decision making. Furthermore, by utilizing only those
decisions that are reviewed by the DRS, which provides a more objective measure of
whether the initial call was correct, I am able to effectively eliminate the possibility
that any differential in outcomes across white and non-white batsmen or bowlers
are due to systematic differences across these groups in the latent propensity to be
called out. Hence, the ability to examine umpires’ decision-making behaviour in
the presence of the DRS is an interesting extension to previous literature that has
considered racial bias in a sporting context.
My empirical results suggest that white umpires are biased against white players.
This is evident from the result that a white umpire is significantly more likely to
have his decision overturned by a review from a white player, compared to by a
review from a non-white player. In particular, I find over a 50-match test career, a
white batsman will be incorrectly given out on one more occasion than his non-white
peer. For a team of white players compared to a team of non-white players, this
finding translates to an extra incorrect out being given at least every five games (the
length of most test series).
The empirical findings presented are unexpected. I anticipated that an umpire would
have incentives related to money, self-esteem and peer-esteem (Akerlof, 2017) to be
as accurate as possible in his decision making. If bias were present, I expected it
to swing in the opposite direction, with white umpires harbouring some level of
unconscious ‘own-race’ bias (Bertrand and Mullainathan, 2005; Price and Wolfers,
2007), making decisions that favoured white players. However, according to my
results, white umpires behave in a manner that demonstrates no favouritism toward
white players. After discussing my unexpected empirical results, I theoretically
examine the mechanisms that might motivate this decision-making behaviour, and
run a series of robustness checks that also help to isolate how important skin colour
is compared to other factors in determining reviewed decision outcomes.
Section 1 of Chapter 1 gives a short explanation of the rules and regulations of cricket
with a more detailed exposition of the DRS. Chapter 2 reviews the work of others to
inform the theoretical mechanisms that may underpin the bias in cricket umpires’
2

decision making and examine influential empirical work that has looked at bias in
sport. Chapter 3 outlines the methods I use to isolate the effect race has on decisionmaking outcomes, and gives a comprehensive summary of the data set and how it
was constructed. Chapter 4 examines possible reasons for the racial bias in umpire
decision making through careful consideration of a theoretical model. Chapter 5
explores whether the racial bias observed could be explained by a different theoretical
framework centering upon differentials in player behaviour when requesting a review.
Chapter 6 considers how robust the results presented in Chapter 4 are to different
specifications. Chapter 7 assesses the implications and limitations of my study.
Concluding remarks are given in Chapter 8.

1.1 Cricket rules and oversight of umpires’ decisions
Cricket is played by two teams of 11 players each, who take turns bowling and
batting. The bowling team has all 11 players out on the field at any given time, and
the batting team has only two batsmen out on the field at any given time. These two
batsmen are in partnership. The game is broken up into a series of distinct periods.
A ‘delivery’ refers to the period in which a bowler bowls the ball to a batsman. An
‘over’ is the period in which six complete deliveries are bowled. Only one bowler
bowls during an over, and the bowler must change after every over. An ‘innings’
refers to the period in which one team bats and the other bowls. The period of an
innings is determined by a few factors, and is different in different formats of the
game. In a test match, an innings ends after 10 batting players are called out or
the batting team declares their turn to bat is over, which they may choose to do
for tactical reasons. In a One Day International (ODI) match, an innings concludes
after either 50 overs or after 10 batting players are called out. At the end of an
innings, the batting team and bowling team switch roles.
A cricket field is a large oval traced by a boundary. Play cannot occur outside of this
boundary, and the boundary is used in the scoring system of the game. In the middle
of the field is a 20 metre, compact, clay strip. This strip is referred to as the ‘pitch’.
At each end of the pitch is a set of stumps with a pair of wooden objects called bails
resting on top, which in totality is referred to as the ‘wicket’. The bowler approaches
the pitch from one end, around the wicket at that end, and bowls a delivery towards
the opposite wicket. The delivery end is the same for every delivery in an over.
Each batsman positions himself in a designated region, the ‘crease’, in front of one
of the two wickets. The batsman who is facing the bowler’s delivery is referred to
as the batsman ‘on strike’. The on strike batsman uses a wooden bat to hit the ball
delivered by the bowler.
The objective for the batting team is to accumulate as many ‘runs’ as possible
3

without 10 players getting out. A run is scored for the batting partnership when
each batsman runs from his crease to the other crease after the delivery. Each
exchange of position counts as one run. The batting team scores four runs if the
ball reaches the field boundary line after touching the ground, and six runs if the
ball crosses the boundary without first touching the ground within the field of play.

The first two batsmen who start on the field are known as the ‘opening batsmen’.
When one player is called out by the umpire, he is out for the remainder of the
innings, another player replaces him, and a new partnership is formed. The order
in which the 11 batting team players come out as their teammates are sequentially
called out is known as the ‘batting order’. Notoriously and strategically, places at
the top of the batting order are used for better-skilled batsmen, and the back end
of the batting order contains players who are the least skilled batsmen. This is an
intuitive strategy in ODI matches where the objective is to score runs fast, and also
useful in test matches to start an innings strongly.
The objective of the bowling team is to minimize the score of the batting team whilst
attempting to get 10 batsmen out. The ICC recognizes 10 ways that a batsman can
be given out. The most common ways in which a batsman can be given out are: the
ball is caught on the fall once the player has hit the ball with his bat; the bowler
manages to knock the bails off of the stumps with his delivery; a member of the
fielding team hits the stumps with the ball, while the batsman is outside of his
crease; and when the delivery is deemed to have been on a trajectory to hitting the
stumps before being interfered with by the batsman’s leg. This final way of getting
out is termed a ‘leg before wicket’ (LBW).
Cricket is played in several formats, which affect the playing style and rules. I
consider data only from ODI and test matches. A test match consists of four innings
which unfold over five days. Therefore, each team in principle has two opportunities
to bat over the course of the five days. The team with the highest run tally after
five days that has also managed to get all of the opposing team’s players out in both
innings is the winner. This latter requirement to get all of the other team’s players
out introduces a greater depth of strategy into the test match arena than is present
in ODI matches, and is the reason that many test matches end in a draw. ODI
matches involve each batting team facing 50 overs, unless all 10 of the batsmen are
out first. The team with the highest run count after 50 overs, or 10 outs, is declared
the winner. The shorter nature of the ODI match format encourages a style of play
that is much more aggressive. However, test matches require a much greater level
of nuanced strategy, and a more discrete playing style as players competitively wear
away at one another over the span of five days.
4

Two umpires officiate during international cricket matches. The umpires for test and
ODI matches must be selected from either the Elite Panel or the International Panel.
The Elite Panel consists of umpires who are directly contracted by the ICC. Each
full member (12 member countries) of the ICC can nominate up to four additional
umpires to the International Panel. For ODI matches the ICC selects one umpire,
and the country hosting the match selects the other. In test matches the ICC selects
both umpires. Neither umpire can be from the countries participating in either a
test or an ODI match.
The DRS in cricket utilizes a wealth of technology with the objective of better
determining in real-time whether an umpire’s decision was correct. The DRS is only
used when the batting or bowling team requests a review of an umpire’s decision.
The batting and bowling team must be selective in choosing to appeal a decision, as
each team is limited in the number of incorrect appeals it is allowed to request within
an innings. The technology that the ICC employs with DRS includes ‘Hawk-Eye’
ball tracking technology, ‘Hot Spot’ infrared imaging that shows points of contact
between the ball and the batsman’s leg pad, the bat, or other parts of the batsman’s
body, and ‘Snickometer’ which uses directional microphones to pin-point the first
position that the batsman or his bat comes into contact with the ball. In 2017
ICC Chief Executive David Richardson (2017) announced that “correct decision
making... stands at 94% rising to 98.5% after DRS”.
For the purposes of the analysis in this thesis, I treat the final decision of the DRS
as the correct decision. The data set used for analysis includes reviewed decisions
made between 2010 and 2014. The DRS technology may not have been equally
as accurate in this period as it was in 2017. It also bears noting that the use of
DRS is a highly contentious topic, especially with respect to the Board of Control
of Cricket in India’s (BCCI) reluctance to accept its use in games involving India
(Gollapudi, 2016). However, the intention of the analysis here is not to validate
the use of DRS in international cricket matches. The margin of error indicates that
on aggregate, the assumption that the final DRS decision is the true outcome is
sufficiently reasonable to conduct a sound analysis of racial bias.
The complete set of cricket rules and guidelines for every format of the game is
explicitly set out in the playing conditions documentation accessible from the ICC
website. The Netflix Original series “Explained” has an informative episode on
cricket that provides interested readers with a short visual explanation of the rules
and some of the history of the game.

5

Chapter 2
Literature review
2.1 Racial bias
Racial bias is a complex issue that has captured the interest of economic researchers,
and for good reason, as there initially appears to be no rationale as to why an
individual would choose to engage in costly biased behaviour that has no external
benefit. Initial attempts by economic researchers to rationalize racial bias were made
in the field of labour economics. If an employer has two candidates who are equal
on every observable metric except race then it seems sensible that the employer
would be indifferent between these individuals. However, empirically we find that
minorities systematically have worse labour market outcomes than white people.
Becker (1957) developed a theory to explain this racial differential as ‘taste-based’
discrimination. This theory conjectures that the employer places extra value on his
employee being white as opposed to non-white. Hence, race is considered a valuable
observable attribute to the employer.
However, factors other than taste-based discrimination may lie behind racist
behaviour. Arrow (1973) considered whether some bias we observe is actually driven
by people rationally responding to signals, a phenomenon christened ‘statistical’
discrimination. Often, an employer is not perfectly informed when he makes
decisions. Consequently, he is left to use available observable factors to inform
his decision-making behaviour. Racial bias may arise when employers use race as
a visual cue to make inferences about an individual’s unobserved traits, such as
their motivation or unobserved skill level. Statistical discrimination suggests that it
may be rational in the absence of complete information to infer something about a
person based on their racial group’s average productivity or the distribution of their
productivity.
It is important to note that taste-based and statistical discrimination both assume
that the discriminator has made a carefully considered, utility-maximizing choice
given his beliefs and the available information. The reasonableness of taste-based
and statistical discrimination is more difficult to justify as decisions are made in
increasingly more complex environments. Consider a high-pressure and time-poor
decision-making environment, similar to that encountered by cricket umpires within
a match. In this high-pressure and time-poor environment, it is plausible that
6

the umpire exhibits biased decision-making behaviour without being aware of their
racially biased behaviour. Bertrand and Mullainathan (2005) call this unconscious
bias ‘implicit discrimination’. However, given the widespread media attention of
on- and off-field race-related incidences, such as the career declines of Emerson and
Hair, it is difficult to believe that an umpire exhibits implicit discrimination in his
decision-making behaviour.
The relatively new field of identity economics may be able to shed additional light
on how a person’s identity can motivate racially biased decision making. Akerlof
and Kranton (2000) wrote the seminal work in the field which considers how a
person’s sense of self affects interpersonal interactions and other economic outcomes.
Akerlof and Kranton (2000) postulate that people internalize rules of behaviour as
a mechanism to “defend against anxiety in order to limit disruption and maintain
a sense of unity” (Thomas, 1996). Akerlof (2017) then extended on the literature
to consider that individual’s behaviour is determined by the competing interplay of
self-esteem and peer-esteem. In this view, people are caught in competition between
appeasing personal preference, and conforming to the actions of their peers. Racial
bias then exists as a desire to align themselves with a certain group of people via
disclosing a racial preference, even if that preference runs against their true feelings.

2.2 Bias in sport
Sport creates an ideal environment in which to explore the mechanism of racial bias
as the rules and objectives of individuals are clearly defined, there is an enforced
power dynamic between the umpire and players, there are many interactions between
the umpire and player, and data about their interactions is readily available. The
possibility of discrimination in sport has been extensively explored, with evidence
of racial discrimination found in the National Basketball Association (NBA) (Price
and Wolfers, 2007) and Major League Baseball (MLB) (Parsons, Salaeman, Yates,
and Hamermesh, 2011). Both of these empirical studies find evidence that white
game officials were more likely to make favourable decisions for white players.
The bias exhibited by the referees and umpires in the NBA and MLB was not
observed in all settings. Of particular relevance to the present study, referees
and umpires moved away from discriminatory behaviour in these time-poor and
high-pressure environments when decisions could be scrutinized. A follow-up paper
examining referee foul-calling behaviour in the NBA (Pope, Price, and Wolfers,
2013) utilized the high profile recognition of the initial Price and Wolfers’ (2007)
paper on discrimination in the NBA as a natural experiment to examine whether
7

the salience of racial bias would change the referees’ foul-calling behaviour. Indeed,
they found that in the period after the initial paper’s release there was no evidence
of discriminatory foul-calling behaviour by NBA officials. In the MLB, it was
found that umpires would discriminate against pitchers by calling fewer strikes,
where strikes are a good thing for pitchers, when there was a mismatch in the
skin colour of the umpire and the pitcher, compared to the case where there was
no mismatch. However, on fields where ball-tracking technology was used and the
umpire’s decisions could be externally scrutinized, this own-race-favouring bias was
eliminated. These examples from the NBA and MLB indicate that individuals may
harbour some implicit racial bias, but when it is made salient that the quality of
their decisions is being monitored, they will no longer disclose this racial bias via
their behaviour.
Further evidence of external observation eliminating own-race bias has been
found in the Australian Football League (AFL). The AFL case study (Lenten,
2017) illustrates that in some environments, we can observe unexpected racial
discrimination. The results show that Indigenous Australian players are significantly
more likely to receive votes, from the predominantly white referees, for the highly
coveted end-of-season best and fairest award (the Brownlow Medal), compared to
all other players, when measurable aspects of on-field performance and productivity
are accounted for (Lenten, 2017). However, the decision-making process for the
AFL referee differs to that of a cricket umpire. The AFL officials choose how to
allocate votes after the game, with time for careful consideration, whereas cricket
umpires make decisions in a high-pressure and time-poor environment with the
players in front of them. Despite the differences, the empirical findings from the
AFL illustrate the unexpected bias against white players in the decision-making
behaviour of umpires in a setting where their choices attract attention.
The case studies of the NBA, MLB and AFL indicate that once an official knows
he is being observed, he exhibits behaviour that is fairer toward or even favours
a minority group in society. I believe this finding in different contexts reinforces
the experimental findings from psychology showing that people are more pro-social
when they are given the impression they are being watched, or when the impact of
their decisions on their reputation is made more salient (Haley and Fessler, 2005;
Keller and Pfattheicher, 2011). In the context of sport, favouring a minority group,
or at least not exhibiting own-race bias, could be seen as pro-social behaviour and
behaviour that promotes one’s own professional reputation.
The influence of biased officiating in cricket has previously been explored through an
examination of home-team bias in LBW decisions in test matches between 1986 and
8

2012 (Sacheti, Gregory-Smith, and Paton, 2015). It was found that when umpires
had a cultural affiliation with the home team they were more likely to make LBW
calls which favoured the home team. Dohmen (2008) found a similar home-team
effect in the Bundesliga football competition in Germany. From 12 seasons of match
data, he found that the referee was significantly more likely to give penalty kicks
and longer stoppage time to benefit the home team. However, Sacheti et al. (2015)
found that home-team bias was not observed after 2002 when the ICC took action
to eliminate home-team bias by introducing a rule that only allowed neutral (i.e.,
no cultural affiliation with either playing team) umpires to officiate international
test matches. This finding is exceptionally relevant as it suggests that any racial
bias observed in cricket between 2010 and 2014 cannot be explained by the umpire
deriving utility from unfairly promoting the interests of his home country.

2.3 Mechanisms giving rise to bias
What theoretical mechanism could motivate white umpires to behave in a way that
displays bias against white players? Consideration of the literature in racial bias
from Section 2.1 highlights the potential roles of social pressures and the umpire’s
sense of self. Furthermore, a model of the underlying mechanism should be able
to accommodate whether the bias observed is driven by taste-based or statistical
discrimination.
To explore in detail how social pressures may influence umpire behaviour I consider
the wealth of literature on career and reputational concerns. The seminal work
on career concerns by Holmström (1999) indicates that due to career concerns,
it may be in a manager’s best interest not to disclose his ability level to the
firm. The work of Holmström gave rise to a wealth of literature that explored the
impact of reputational concerns on decision-making behaviour (Hertel and Smith,
2013; Mailath, 2012). Following this literature, the behaviour observed by cricket
umpires may disclose a desire to conform to societal ideals that discourage racism.
Exploration of political discourse in economic research has found similar results,
whereby a policy maker or politician, prompted by career concerns, is encouraged
to exaggerate a political opinion. Economists have built models to explain in a
formal sense how an individual’s preference to be perceived in a certain way can
lead him to demonstrate behaviour that will promote this objective (Austen-Smith,
1992; Bernheim, 1994; Loury, 1994). Morris’ (2001) model of political correctness
is an example of such a model, and generates an equilibrium environment where an
individual will choose not to disclose his reliable information in order to promote
his reputation. In psychology, error management theory (Haselton and Buss, 2000)
postulates that the direction of bias is predictable when there are asymmetric costs
9

associated with making false-positive and false-negative errors. Therefore, for white
umpires, an asymmetry in reputational concerns for decisions against white and
non-white players may elucidate the unexpected bias observed.
Umpire behaviour may also be affected by the interplay between the umpire and
the challenging player when the DRS is utilized. Early theoretical auditing models
explored choice-making behaviour under law enforcement regimes (Becker, 1968;
Stigler, 1970), and more recent theoretical optimal auditing models have been
concerned with the economic outcome of interactions between the auditor and
auditee when they both behave strategically (Border and Sobel, 1987; Reinganum
and Wilde, 1986). In cricket, the umpire’s decisions are chosen to be effectively
audited by the challenging player through an official appeal, and then the DRS
is implemented to objectively enforce the rules and regulations of the match. To
consider the strategic considerations of the umpire and challenging players in cricket
it is useful to simplify the umpire’s decision to one in which he chooses between
calling out and calling not out. The social impact of being viewed in a particular light
after announcing a call can be viewed as the expected cost or benefit to the umpire
of making that call. Furthermore, the challenging player must consider the expected
payoffs and costs with requesting a DRS review of the umpire’s call. The model I use
in Section 5.1 is closest to that of Knowles, Persico, and Todd (2001). The optimal
auditing model utilized by Knowles et al. (2001) examines whether discrimination
in searching for contraband in the United States by traffic police against black
drivers is taste-based or statistically motivated, and then assess if drivers respond
optimally to traffic police search behaviour. In this thesis, I explore the power of both
the political correctness mechanism suggested by Morris (2001), and the strategic
behaviour mechanism suggested in the optimal auditing literature in explaining my
empirical findings of racial bias in cricket umpires’ decision making.
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Chapter 3
Data and Method
3.1 Data
The data exploited in this thesis consists of ball-by-ball comments from 95
international test matches between 2010 and 2014, and 163 ODI matches between
2011 and 2014. The national teams that played in the test matches where
data was collected and the DRS was used are those of Australia, New Zealand,
Zimbabwe, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, the West Indies, England and South Africa. ODI
matches are played by these test team nations as well as Canada, Ireland, India,
Kenya and the Netherlands. The ball-by-ball comments were web scraped from
ESP N cricinf o.com using OutWit Hub.1 From these ball-by-ball comments, a
Python code was written to web scrape the match information associated with
the reviewed decisions on the ESP N cricinf o.com website under the accordions
for the end of day or inning summary on the scorecard page for the match.2 The
additional information collected from the python code included the name of both
on-field umpires, the team that appealed the umpire’s call, the name of the umpire
whose decision was reviewed, the day and innings of the reviewed decision, the over of
the reviewed decision, and the outcome of the reviewed decision. However, the way in
which match information for reviewed decisions is presented on ESP N cricinf o.com
lacks consistency over the matches considered, so extra manipulation of the data
was necessary to collect and organize all relevant information. An excellent example
of this inconsistency in the way information is reported is shown by the omission
of the challenged umpire’s name on day one of the only test match between New
Zealand and Zimbabwe in 2010, where normally the name of the umpire who is being
challenged is explicitly stated. So to correct for this issue I exploit that the races of
both on-field umpires are known, and construct a model specification that considers
the racial pairing between the challenging player and both on-field umpires.
In the matches where data was collected there were 271,677 balls, 5,394 out calls,
1,342 reviewed decisions and 357 overturned decisions. It is important to recognize
however that for only 232,108 deliveries and 4,918 out calls did the bowling and
1

These ball-by-ball comments were provided by Professor Lionel Page and Dr. Romain Gauriot,
who generously shared them with me.
2
A screenshot of the scorecard web page is shown in Appendix A. The screenshot uses a yellow
highlighter to illustrate how the reviewed decision information is presented in an open accordion.
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batting team both have the ability to appeal the umpire’s decision.3 Figures 3.1.a
and 3.1.b illustrate histograms of the number of reviewed decisions and overturned
decisions per match, respectively. Of the reviewed decisions, 578 are appeals from
the batting team and the remaining 764 appeals are from the bowling team. Of the
batting team appeals, 370 come from test matches and for the bowling team, 516
appeals are from test matches. Approximately three-quarters of the batting team
appeals and a bit under half of the bowling team appeals are for LBW decisions.
The umpire’s original decision was overturned approximately 33% of the time when
appealed by the batting team, and approximately 22% when appealed by the bowling
team.

(a) Reviewed decisions per match

(b) Overturned decisions per match

Figure 3.1: Histograms of total number of reviewed decisions and
overturned decisions per match for the pooled sample of ODI and test
matches
To examine racial discrimination in umpire decision making for cricket, I have
categorized every umpire, batsman and bowler as either white or non-white. This
distinction was made subjectively by looking at the image of the player or umpire on
his ESP N cricinf o.com profile. The non-white group could be subdivided further
into black and South Asian. However, for this paper, I use only the white versus
non-white distinction because the data becomes too granular and there are too few
observations per cell when a further subdivision is made. For example, there are
only 13 observations in which a South Asian umpire had his decision appealed by
a black batsman, and only five incidences where a black umpire had his decision
appealed by a black batsman. In almost one-third of reviewed decisions, the umpire
and the challenging player are both white; in nearly two-thirds of reviewed decisions,
3
Both the batting and bowling teams are restricted in the number of inaccurate appeal decisions
they are afforded to make within an innings.
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the umpire was white. A full summary of the data for batting and bowling reviewed
decisions are shown in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, respectively.
Tables 3.3 and 3.4 compare the mean estimates for number of deliveries in the
innings, batsman’s career batting average, batsman’s score, number of out calls
remaining,4 day of the test match, the likelihood of an overturned decision, and the
probability of an LBW call for batting and bowling teams’ reviewed decisions. The
mean estimates are compared across white and non-white umpires. I also compare
the mean estimates across white and non-white batsmen and bowlers when the
umpire is white, and white and non-white batsmen and bowlers when the umpire
is non-white. The purpose of this analysis is to ascertain if there are systematic
differences in the decision-making behaviour between white and non-white umpires,
including a consideration of differences in white and non-white umpires’ decisionmaking behaviour for white versus non-white batsmen and bowlers. To facilitate
this comparison of the mean estimates the t-statistics, for the null hypothesis that
the mean estimates are equal, are reported.
Column 3 in both Tables 3.3 and 3.4 demonstrates that there is no statistical
difference in the probability of being overturned between white and non-white
umpires. However, there are exceptionally interesting results when I consider the
probability of white and non-white umpires’ decisions being overturned from reviews
made by white versus non-white players. From column 6 of Tables 3.3 and 3.4
it is evident that the likelihood of a white umpire’s decision being overturned is
significantly higher if he is adjudicating on a white player than if he is adjudicating
on a non-white player. The difference in probability of an overturned decision is
statistically significant at the 1% level for decisions called for review by batsmen,
and at the 5% level for decisions called for review by bowlers. A similar pattern is
not observed for non-white umpires.
Table 3.3 indicates that white umpires are statistically more likely to call a nonwhite batsman out for an LBW decision than they are to call a white batsman out
for an LBW decision, with a similar pattern not observed for non-white umpires.
Furthermore, white batsmen who appeal decisions are systematically of a higher
ability (as gauged from their higher career batting average) than non-white batsmen
who appeal decisions, and this holds true regardless of the umpire’s race. Career
batting average will therefore be included as a control in later models where I will
aim to isolate the effect of race on the likelihood of an appeal being overturned. From
Table 3.4 I observe that white bowlers are systematically more likely to challenge a
4

The number of out calls remaining is calculated as 10 minus the number of out decisions that
have already transpired in the innings.
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white umpire’s decision (but not a non-white umpire’s decision) at a low run count
and fewer out calls remaining compared to non-white bowlers. This result may
indicate that white bowlers are more confident when appealing the decision of a white
umpire, as on average white bowlers are appealing decisions made against batsmen
that are on a lower score and are probably lower in the batting order. Consequently,
the batsman’s run count at point of appeal and out calls remaining will both be
controlled for in my later empirical models. The patterns in white umpire decisionmaking behaviour across races observed within test matches as shown by Tables 3.3
and 3.4 is not evident in ODI matches. An in-depth exploration of why this is the
case is presented in Chapter 4.
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Table 3.1: Summary Statistics for Batting Team Reviews
Variable
Reviewed decisions
Overturned decisions
Race
White batsman
White umpire
White umpire & white batsman
White umpire & non-white batsman
Non-white umpire & white batsman
Non-white umpire & non-white batsman
Match factors
Number of deliveries in innings
Batsman score at time of review
Total score of batsman in innings
Number of out calls remaining
Day of test match
LBW
Test match
Batting team
Australia batting
Canada batting
India batting
Ireland batting
Kenya batting
Netherlands batting
Zimbabwe batting
New Zealand batting
South Africa batting
Pakistan batting
England batting
Sri Lanka batting
West Indies batting
Bowling team
Australia bowling
Canada bowling
India bowling
Ireland bowling
Kenya bowling
Netherlands bowling
Zimbabwe bowling
New Zealand bowling
South Africa bowling
Pakistan bowling
England bowling
Sri Lanka bowling
West Indies bowling
Years
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

Count of obs
where var=1
578
188

Percent of obs
or mean
.1175275
.3252595

SD
.3220805
.4688775

Min
0
0

Max
1
1

297
381
188
193
109
88

.5138408
.6591696
.3252595
.33391
.1885813
.1522491

.5002413
.474399
.4688775
.4720165
.3915145
.3595734

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1

435
370

256.0813
22.76298
32.55709
6.183391
2.810811
.7525952
.6401384

202.8134
27.0817
36.12789
2.60401
1.26315
.4318777
.4803753

1
0
0
1
1
0
0

982
165
195
10
5
1
1

94
6
7
7
8
8
17
56
72
88
98
57
56

.1626298
.0103806
.0121107
.0121107
.0138408
.0138408
.0294118
.0968858
.1245675
.1522491
.1695502
.0986159
.0968858

.3693472
.1014429
.1094751
.1094751
.1169313
.1169313
.1691041
.2960584
.3305139
.3595734
.3755622
.2984039
.2960584

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

91
5
12
4
4
1
7
47
92
83
109
65
55

.1574394
.0086505
.0207612
.0069204
.0069204
.0017301
.0121107
.0813149
.1591696
.1435986
.1885813
.1124567
.0951557

.3645301
.0926852
.1427076
.0829725
.0829725
.0415945
.1094751
.2735548
.366151
.350986
.3915145
.3162012
.2936841

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

79
146
146
175
32

.1366782
.2525952
.2525952
.3027682
.0553633

.3438048
.434877
.434877
.4598537
.2288861

0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
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Table 3.2: Summary Statistics for Bowling Team Reviews
Variable
Review decisions
Overturned decisions
Race
White bowler
White umpire
White umpire & white batsman
White umpire & non-white batsman
Non-white umpire & white batsman
Non-white umpire & non-white batsman
Match factors
Number of deliveries in innings
Batsman score at time of review
Total score of batsman in innings
Number of out calls remaining
Day of test match
LBW
Test match
Batting team
Australia batting
Canada batting
India batting
Ireland batting
Kenya batting
Netherlands batting
Zimbabwe batting
New Zealand batting
South Africa batting
Pakistan batting
England batting
Sri Lanka batting
West Indies batting
Bowling team
Australia bowling
Canada bowling
India bowling
Ireland bowling
Kenya bowling
Netherlands bowling
Zimbabwe bowling
New Zealand bowling
South Africa bowling
Pakistan bowling
England bowling
Sri Lanka bowling
West Indies bowling
Years
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

Count of obs
where var=1
763
168

Percent of obs
or mean
.0032873
.2201835

SD
.0572405
.4146421

Min
0
0

Max
1
1

380
467
209
258
171
125

.4980341
.6120577
.2739187
.3381389
.2241153
.163827

.5003241
.4876009
.4462603
.4733864
.4172719
.3703613

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1

335
248

254.8781
24.8152
45.51507
6.411533
2.741748
.4390564
.3250328

207.3355
31.28371
46.31183
2.603949
1.302984
.4965975
.4686943

1
0
0
1
1
0
0

1056
222
332
10
5
1
1

161
15
8
8
8
9
17
55
109
83
128
74
84

.2110092
.0196592
.0104849
.0104849
.0104849
.0117955
.0222805
.0720839
.1428571
.1087811
.1677588
.0969856
.1100917

.4082925
.1389174
.1019245
.1019245
.1019245
.1080357
.147691
.2587964
.3501566
.3115686
.3738971
.2961323
.3132094

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

137
8
14
4
8
3
10
61
105
110
120
99
77

.1795544
.0104849
.0183486
.0052425
.0104849
.0039318
.0131062
.0799476
.1376147
.1441678
.1572739
.129751
.1009174

.3840676
.1019245
.1342966
.0722622
.1019245
.0626221
.1138041
.2713899
.3447211
.3514902
.3642976
.3362497
.3014169

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

95
219
171
224
54

.1245085
.2870249
.2241153
.293578
.0707733

.3303774
.45267
.4172719
.4556996
.2566139

0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
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Table 3.3: Batting team reviews: match factors across white and non-white umpires in test matches
Umpires

White umpire

White umpire Non-white umpire T-stat
0.30
0.34
0.59

Overturned

White batsman Non-white batsman
0.38
0.23

Non-white umpire
T-stat
-2.83∗∗

White batsman
0.34

Non-white batsman
0.32

T-stat
-0.19

310.20

330.45

0.77

327.32

293.09

-1.27

345.06

300.38

-0.96

Career average
for batsman

34.10

33.78

-0.20

36.99

31.21

-3.49∗∗∗

35.85

29.53

-2.15∗

Batsman score
at time of review

25.14

23.90

-0.35

25.32

24.95

-0.10

24.09

23.53

-0.09

Number of
wickets remaining

6.13

5.85

-0.97

6.08

6.18

0.32

5.91

5.71

-0.40

Day of review

2.83

2.76

-0.48

2.91

2.75

-1.03

2.61

3.06

1.61

LBW

0.74

0.73

-0.12

0.65

0.83

3.40∗∗∗

0.73

0.74

0.07

266

104

370

133

133

266

70

34

104
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Number of balls
in innings

N
∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗

p < 0.01,

∗∗∗

p < 0.001

Table 3.4: Bowling team reviews: match factors across white and non-white umpires in test matches
Umpires
White umpire
0.24

Overturned

White umpire

Non-white umpire T-stat
0.20
-1.07

Non-white umpire

White bowler
0.30

Non-white bowler
0.19

T-stat
-2.28∗

White bowler
0.20

Non-white bowler
0.19

T-stat
-0.18

302.98

310.09

0.32

293.21

312.34

0.80

308.52

313.19

0.12

Career average
for batsman

36.65

35.72

-0.77

35.94

37.34

0.98

35.14

36.86

0.84

Batsman score
at time of review

28.15

26.04

-0.67

23.34

32.76

2.39∗

25.20

27.71

0.45

Number of
wickets remaining

6.22

6.35

0.52

5.91

6.52

2.13∗

6.28

6.50

0.49

Day of review

2.71

2.80

0.80

2.85

2.57

-1.95

2.74

2.94

0.90

LBW

0.46

0.44

-0.41

0.43

0.49

0.97

0.45

0.42

-0.40

N

331

184

515

162

169

331

122

62

184
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Number of balls
in innings

∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗

p < 0.01,

∗∗∗

p < 0.001

3.2 Method
The decision tree depicted in Figure 3.2 illustrates the order in which decisions are
made and outcomes delivered in cricket when the DRS is being used. Initially,
the umpire decides whether the batsman was out or not out after a delivery. In
the overwhelming majority of circumstances, the batsman will be called not out
and the bowling team will choose not to appeal the decision. However, there
will be instances where the umpire will decide the batsman was not out and the
bowling team disagrees, and this is when the bowling team may formally appeal the
decision. Once the bowling team has made a formal appeal, the decision goes under
the consideration of the ‘third umpire’ or ‘TV umpire’, off the field, who uses the
sophisticated DRS technology to determine the correct call. Similarly, if the umpire
calls the batsman out, the batsman can choose to formally appeal the decision and
the same process is followed. The decision made by the TV umpire using the DRS is
final. For the purposes of analysis in this paper, the final decision of the TV umpire
will be treated as the correct decision.
Over the time period considered in the data (2010-2014) each team was restricted
in the number of incorrect appeals they could make per innings. There have been
ongoing changes to the rules for the number of incorrect appeals allowed per innings
in both ODI and test matches. In test matches until 2013 the batting and bowling
teams were only allowed to make two incorrect appeals per innings. In 2013 the
rule was changed such that each team started an innings being able to make two
incorrect appeals, and after each 80 overs interval within the innings the number of
incorrect appeals remaining was reset to two for each team. For ODI matches each
team was allowed to make two incorrect appeals per innings in the 2011 World Cup.
After the World Cup the rule was adjusted to only allow one incorrect appeal per
innings for each team. Regardless of the exact number of incorrect appeals allowed,
there is some cost in using appeals recklessly, as an incorrect appeal costs the team
the ability to use a future appeal.
Only decisions reviewed by DRS will be considered in the analysis in this thesis, as
reviewed decisions allow for a thorough examination of how racial bias influences
decision-making behaviour. Firstly, the DRS provides a more objective measure
of whether the umpire has made an incorrect decision. The use of the DRS is a
fascinating extension on previous literature because it allows me to examine racial
bias when the monitoring technology can intervene and determine the final outcome.
Secondly, the DRS is more likely to be used in situations where the umpire has made
a high-pressure and time-poor decision on an event where the correct decision may
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Figure 3.2: Decision tree
be ambiguous. These ambiguous decisions are of particular interest as they highlight
umpire decision making under uncertainty, and as a result when he is most likely to
convey bias. Thirdly, in international matches, there are two umpires on the field
over the course of the match. However, only one of the umpires will make the out or
not out decision on any given delivery. The ESP N cricinf o.com website presents
its ball-by-ball comments in such a way that it is often unknown which umpire is
making the decision. However, ESP N cricinf o.com states which umpire is being
challenged for reviewed decisions. Therefore, by considering only reviewed decisions,
it is possible to create variables that precisely capture the racial match or mismatch
between the appealing player and the umpire who made the call.
I examine how race impacts on whether an appeal is upheld (i.e., the umpire’s initial
decision is overturned) or struck down (i.e., the umpire’s initial decision is proven
correct) for appeals made by the batting and bowling teams separately. The reason
to look at these cases separately is that conceptually, there is a significant difference
between telling a batsman that he is out and must take the long walk back to the
dressing room, compared to telling the bowler, who is surrounded by his teammates,
that he was unsuccessful. Reviewed decisions are treated as revealed preference data
showcasing how umpires make accurate decisions in ambiguous, high-pressure and
time-poor situations. To assess the heterogeneity in umpire behaviour, I construct a
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random utility model to examine if racial factors influence the likelihood of a review
being upheld or struck down once match factors, team effects and year effects are
controlled. This model can be written as:
‘
Uijuk = β0k + race‘iu β1k + mfij‘ β2k + te‘iju β3k + yeariu
β4k + εijuk (3.1)

= x‘iju βk + εijuk
= Vijuk + εijuk
where k = {Upheld, Struck Down}
Subscript i indexes decisions, j indexes matches and u indexes umpires. Each
appealed decision occurs within a match and was made by a particular umpire.
In the random utility expression given in Equation 3.1 the vector race represents
dummy variables that indicate the skin colour pairing between the umpire and the
challenging player. The vector mf represents the match factors controlled for: the
batsman’s career batting average, the total runs of the batsman when the appeal
was made, which day of the test match the appeal was made, the number of balls
that have been bowled in the innings, and the number of wickets remaining when
the appeal was made. All of these factors could potentially influence umpire and
player behaviour. For example, the bowling team wants well-performing batsmen to
be given out, and well-performing batsmen would like to stay in as long as possible.
Hence, an appeal is more likely to be used on a batsman who is having a strong
performance or is known to be high ability. The day of the appeal in the test
match captures some of the overall dynamics of test matches. In particular, on
days four and five, the match is nearly over but the winner may be undetermined,
and consequently the umpire may place greater importance than at other times in
the match on not making an error. The number of balls bowled in the innings
captures the number of repeat observations an umpire has made up to the point of
appeal. One might conjecture that the greater number of deliveries faced by one
team, the greater the likelihood of an event involving that team with an ambiguous
outcome. The number of batting team players remaining partially captures the
talent of the batsmen through their position in the batting order, and may also
highlight how some out decisions may be more pivotal to the outcome of the match.
The vector te consists of two dummy variables for each national team when they
are, respectively, the batting and bowling team. Including team effects ensures that
any race effects observed could not alternatively be explained by prejudices against
particular teams. Finally, the year vector is a series of dummy variables for each
year. When estimating on the pooled sample, 2010 is the excluded dummy, but
for models estimated only on test or ODI matches, 2010 and 2011 are the excluded
variables, respectively. These year variables may capture any changes in the use
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of the DRS technology, and also account for how team’s proficiency in requesting
appeals may change over time.
A probit model is appropriate when the outcomes of appeals from the batting and
bowling teams are considered separately as there are only two potential outcomes
of each appeal made: the challenging player’s appeal is upheld or it is struck down.
Probit estimation will account for the non-normality in the distribution of this binary
dependent variable and heteroskedasticity in the disturbance term. Therefore, under
the random utility model, the probability of observing an overturned decision is
presented as follows:

PU pheld = P r(U pheldiju = 1)
= P r(UijuU pheld > UijuStruckDown )
= P r(VijuU pheld + εijuU pheld > VijuStruckDown + εijuStruckDown )
= P r(εijuU pheld − εijuStruckDown > VijuStruckDown − VijuU pheld )
Under this specification, only differences in utility matter and maximum likelihood
estimators should generate consistent, asymptotically normal and efficient estimates
when the assumption that the error terms are independently and normally distributed is satisfied.
Despite the statistical advantages of the probit model there are some inherent
practical disadvantages given the unpredictable nature of reviewed decisions across
matches. The major concern is that the probit model will drop observations if an
outcome can be predicted with certainty. This is a concern because the omission of
observations inhibits my ability to compare coefficient estimates across different
model specifications, if each specification is estimated on a different number of
observations. Also, the probit model does not allow for fixed effects estimators which
is a hindrance to assessing the robustness of the coefficient estimates on the racematch between the umpire and challenging player. Finally, it is difficult to compare
the economic magnitude of parameter estimates across model specifications because
the probit model is a non-linear function, and as a result the parameter estimate
cannot be directly interpreted. To generate statistical effects on the race-match
variables that can be easily interpreted, it is necessary to specify a desired value of
all other variables and estimate the marginal effect of incremental deviations in the
variable of interest. For example, ‘average marginal effects’ illustrates the marginal
effect of the variable of interest on the dependent variable, when all other variables
are held at their average values.
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To correct for the inherent practical complications introduced by the probit model, I
also estimate the exact same specifications using a linear probability model (LPM),
which can be written as follows:

‘
β4 + εiju
overturniju = β0 + race‘iu β1 + mfij‘ β2 + te‘iju β3 + yeariu

(3.2)

The dependent variable overturn in Equation 3.2 has a value of one if the appealed
decision is overturned, and zero otherwise. The major benefit of the LPM is that
it allows for the direct estimation of the average partial effects of the variables
of interest, allowing for easier interpretation and facilitating comparisons across
model specifications. Also, the LPM does not mechanically drop observations if an
outcome is predicted with certainty. Furthermore, the LPM is able to accommodate
fixed effects, which is useful to test the robustness of results. However, the
LPM has the disadvantage that the variance in the error term takes a binomial
distribution, V ar(εiju |Xiju = P r(overturniju = 1) (1 − P r(overturniju = 1)), and
thus is inherently heteroskedastic. Also, the LPM does not accommodate for the
fact that the potential value of overturn is constrained between zero and one, and
therefore some specifications can give unrealistic predicted values and generate
coefficient estimates that cannot reasonably be interpreted. However, as LPM
estimates facilitate comparisons across model specifications I tabulate the LPM
results in the main text. The average marginal effects from the corresponding probit
models are shown in the appendices.
To construct valid test statistics for parameter estimates I explore at which level
to cluster standard errors, as I anticipate that there exists a correlation in the
error term for groups of observations. In particular, I conjecture that decisionmaking behaviour may vary across matches due to the pitch, the weather and player
dynamics within any given match. Some grounds allow the ball to bounce higher, or
more sporadically, off of the pitch than others. The weather also influences playing
conditions, for example when the ground becomes wet the ball bounces less. It may
also be the case that the umpire’s vision may be marginally obstructed over repeat
observations in the rain or bright sun. Finally, cricket is a game which invokes
passion among the players and fans, and consequently can result in a high degree of
interpersonal tension. The umpire to prevent the spillover of emotion may adjust his
attitude toward the style of play, which in turn will encourage the players to adjust
their style of play for that particular match. Therefore, I anticipate that there is a
correlation in the error term for overturned decisions within matches.
Furthermore, some level of standard error correlation is necessary to correct for the
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inherent heteroskedasticity of the LPM. Therefore, in the models of the decision
review outcome I cluster the standard errors within matches. Clustering also
addresses the concern that the racial pairing between the umpire and challenging
player is not random across matches (Abadie, Athey, Imbens, and Wooldridge, 2017).
The racial pairing between the umpire and challenging player is highly correlated
within matches because some national teams are homogeneous in skin colour, as
demonstrated by no variance in the considered data for the race of players on the
following national teams: the West Indies, Sri Lanka, Pakistan, Ireland, India and
Bangladesh.
Finally, I estimate a third model in an attempt to account for heterogeneity in umpire
and player preferences for different outcomes. From the decision tree in Figure 3.2, it
is evident that whether an initial decision was overturned is not a sufficient statistic
to demonstrate the complete choice set faced by the player and umpire. A team
would logically only choose to appeal a decision when they feel that the risk of
potentially being incorrect is worth taking. Also, the umpire does not consciously
choose to be correct or incorrect, but rather must make difficult decisions in a timepoor and pressurized setting. So in reality there are three potential outcomes of
the umpire’s decision: the player appeals the decision and the appeal is upheld, the
player appeals the decision and the appeal is struck down, or the player chooses not
to appeal the umpire’s decision.
A mixed logit model is an appealing fit to this situation because it is an estimation
method that accommodates for more than two discrete outcomes. Therefore, it
allows for the construction of a model that controls for the player’s choice to appeal
the umpire’s decisions, whilst examining the influence of racial pairings on the
likelihood of the umpire’s decision being overturned. A mixed logit model is superior
to a multinomial logit model in this setting because the necessary independence of
irrelevant alternatives (IIA)5 assumption required by the multinomial logit approach
is conceptually unreasonable. To show that the IIA assumption is unreasonable,
consider the case where a reviewed decision by a batsman is always overturned. In
this scenario, the batsman would optimally choose to appeal all of the umpire’s
decisions. This breaks the IIA assumption because before excluding the outcome
that reviewed decisions could be struck down, the batsman would sometimes choose
not to appeal the umpire’s decision. Hence, when a potential outcome is excluded
the batsman is not indifferent between the remaining alternatives. The mixed logit
5
The IIA assumption imposes that if one outcome (i.e., ‘do not appeal the umpire’s decision’)
is chosen from a set of N possible outcomes, then that same outcome should also be chosen from
a subset of N − q (q > 0) outcomes where one of the original outcomes that was not selected is
excluded.
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does not require the IIA assumption, but allows for different substitution patterns
across alternatives.

Uajuh = µ0ajh + race‘au µ1h + εajuh ;

µ0ajh = µ0h + ηajh

(3.3)

= µ0h + ηajh + race‘au µ1h + εajuh
= µ0h + race‘au µ1h + uajuh
where h = {Appeal upheld, Appeal struck down, Do not appeal}
Subscript a indexes decisions that the batting or bowling team can appeal, j indexes
matches and u indexes umpires. For the batting team a represents an out call when
the team has reviews remaining, and for the bowling team a represents a not out call
when the team has reviews remaining. The alternative specific constants (ASCs)
are indexed by h, and they are the three potential outcomes of an umpire’s decision:
appealed and upheld, appealed and struck down, and not appealed. The mixed logit
accommodates for different substitution patterns across these potential outcomes by
allowing the parameter coefficient on the ASCs to vary across umpire decisions that
can be appealed and matches.
In Equation 3.3 the additional flexibility in substitution patterns across alternatives
is illustrated by the parameter µ0ajh = µ0h + ηajh , where ηajh takes a normal
distribution ηajh ∼ N (0, Σ), as it accommodates for random variation in the
probability of observing a potential outcome. The mixed logit model reports
estimated parameter coefficients on the ASCs, and the error term of the estimated
model is uajuh = ηajh + εajuh . Therefore, information concerning the variance in
the probability of realizing a potential outcome is captured in the error term of the
estimated model. To elucidate this information the mixed logit model is estimated
allowing for unrestricted correlation across unobservables in outcomes, and the
estimates from these correlations are identified in an unrestricted covariance matrix.
Simple manipulation of the unrestricted covariance matrix estimates6 computes the
standard deviation on the ASCs. The standard error estimates for the ASCs will
illustrate the extent of heterogeneity in preferences for alternative outcomes.
The parameter estimates reported in the mixed logit output demonstrate the
likelihood of recognizing one potential outcome compared to a base case. For the
purpose of analysis I will treat the scenario when the player does not appeal the
umpire’s decision as the base case. Therefore, via the linear combination of estimates
for racial pairings of different outcomes I am able to demonstrate the additional
6

This manipulation is computed in STATA by using the command mixlcov,sd after performing
a mixlogit regression
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likelihood of an umpire’s decision being overturned by players of different races,
when controlling for the player’s decision to appeal. This is highly desirable as the
decision tree in Figure 3.2 illustrates that overturned decisions are only observed
conditional on an appeal.
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Chapter 4
Racial bias in overturned decisions
4.1 Theoretical framework for understanding
overturned decisions
The construction of a theoretical framework in which to conceptualize the decisionmaking environment of the umpire, and thereby understand the determinants of
his decision-making behaviour assists the interpretation of the empirical results
presented in Chapters 4 and 5. In this Section I tailor the Morris (2001) model
of political correctness to the scenario of an umpire making a high-pressure and
time-poor decision in a cricket match. Morris (2001) frames the political correctness
model via the problem of a personnel officer allocating salary between a male
and a female employee. The personnel officer is advised by a supervisor who has
reputational concerns, and is informed about the productivity of both the male and
female employees. The supervisor may be a good advisor with the objective of
rewarding the more productive employee but the supervisor could be a sexist who
wants to benefit the male employee. For the purpose of analysis in this thesis the
ICC is analogous to the personnel officer, the white umpire is the informed advisor
with reputational concerns, and a white and a non-white batsman are similar to
the male and female employees. I am considering the scenario where the informed
white umpire advises the ICC on the true outcome of an event within a match. An
unbiased umpire has the objective of making the correct call but a racially biased
umpire wants to benefit the white batsman. The exploration of this theoretical
model is to motivate the mechanism that could explain the unexpected bias of
white umpires against white players.
Consider a stylized two-player game where the players are a white umpire and the
ICC. The umpire can be either racially biased or unbiased. Let g ∈ {b, u} indicate
the umpire’s type (biased or unbiased). In the game the umpire observes a delivery
to the batsman and the umpire is forced to explicitly announce either “out” or “not
out”, c ∈ {out, not out} = {0, 1}, immediately after the delivery. The batsman
who is not a player in the stylized game can either be white or non-white, and
denote the batsman’s type as r ∈ {W, N W }. Finally, the umpire has reputational
concerns about being perceived as racially biased. The ICC values that the umpire
makes the correct call, and forms beliefs about whether the umpire is biased from
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his decision-making behavior.
The umpire who is selected to officiate an international match is high calibre (either
on the Elite or International Panel) and has many repeat interactions with the same
batsman. Consider the matches of England versus Australia and Pakistan versus
Sri Lanka. The batsmen’s race type would be mostly white in the former match and
non-white in the latter match. The extended nature of a cricket match makes it hard
to conceive of a model where the umpire allocates a finite amount of concentration
over the batsmen’s race types, because such a model would indicate that the umpire
is more alert (allocates more concentration) for the entirety of one of the two matches
considered. This conclusion is questionable as I believe it raises more concerns about
the umpire’s ability to be more alert for a prolonged period of time when there is
homogeneity in the batsmen’s race type than it provides a direct mechanism for
discerning bias in decision making. Instead, I make the more plausible assumption
that the umpire is equally physically exhausted when making calls involving both
white and non-white players after the same number of balls. The only difference in
cost I assume for a white umpire to signal his call is an expected cost: in particular,
the potential reputational damage.
In the game the umpire receives an informative signal regarding the correct call
directly after a delivery and chooses how to respond to this signal. The umpire
observes that the batsman is either out or not out, s ∈ {out, not out} = {0, 1}.
In the special case of reviewed decisions, the ICC is made aware of the real
result of the delivery. Therefore, there is some real result which is denoted by
ω ∈ {out, not out} = {0, 1}, and the real result is observed by the ICC in cases
where the umpire’s initial decision is reviewed. Let γ(o, r) represent the probability
that the signal, s, is equal to the real result, ω, given the batsman’s race, r, and
all observed characteristics, o. Subconsciously when choosing how to respond to
the signal the umpire considers how the ICC will form beliefs about whether he is
biased given his decision-making behaviour. The empirical findings previewed earlier
suggest that there should exist an equilibrium where a white umpire will be more
likely to incorrectly call a white batsman out than to incorrectly call a non-white
batsman out.
For simplicity the model considers a two-period case where the period is denoted by
the subscript i = 1, 2. In the second period the umpire is not motivated to behave in
a manner which promotes his reputation as the ICC has already formed beliefs about
the umpire’s type. Consequently, the umpire is concerned about manipulating how
the ICC views him before entering into the second period. Therefore, reputational
concern only influences the umpire’s decision-making behaviour in the first period.
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The ICC formulates its beliefs about the likelihood a given umpire is unbiased in
the second period, λ2 , based on the proportion of umpires who are perceived to be
good in the first period, λ1 , the umpire’s call, c1 , and the observed real result of
the delivery, ω1 . Note that the equations presented in this section are the same as
those derived in the Morris (2001) political correctness paper but are manipulated
to service the cricket match setting. Hence, I write the process that forms the ICC’s
second-period beliefs, in cases that the DRS is used, as:
λ2 = Λ(λ1 , c1 , ω1 )

(4.1)

When forming these beliefs, it is common knowledge that own-race bias is what
defines an umpire as ‘biased’. Finally, to capture that the ICC is sensitive to previous
race-based controversies in the sport, I assume the likelihood that the ICC’s firstperiod beliefs about the proportion of umpires who are unbiased in the first period
are sticky. The result of the ICC’s sticky beliefs is that the ICC never believes in
the first period that all umpires are unbiased, meaning that 0 ≤ λ1 < 1.
Now consider the scenario where a white umpire is officiating on a white batsman.
It is known that if the umpire is biased he will wish to act favourably toward the
white batsman, and will prefer to call the white batsman not out regardless of the
signal he receives or the reliability of that signal. In the second period, once the ICC
has formed its beliefs, there is no incentive for a biased umpire to hide his preference
for white players. The unbiased umpire does not have an incentive to favour any
call in the second period. He will choose to announce the call that is most likely
to be equal to the real result, given the signal he receives. In the second period, as
derived in Morris (2001), the ICC is under the subjective opinion that a not out call
and an out call are equal to the real result with probability
P r(ω2 = not out) =

1 − λ2 + λ2 γ
2 − λ2

and P r(ω2 = out) =

1 − λ2 γ
2 − λ2

The value functions for unbiased (qu [·]) and biased (qb [·]) umpires in the second
period are then given by


γ
qu [λ2 ] = −x2 
2

1 − λ2 γ
2 − λ2

!2

1−γ
+
2

1 − λ2 + λ2 γ
2 − λ2

qb [λ2 ] = y2

1 − λ2 + λ2 γ
2 − λ2

and

!2



1−γ 2 γ
+
γ + (1 − γ)2 
2
2
(4.2)

!

(4.3)

Hence, x2 and y2 are the relative weightings for how much the unbiased and biased
umpires, respectively, value being viewed as unbiased by the ICC in the second
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period. It is important to note that both Equations 4.2 and 4.3 are increasing in
λ2 . Therefore, the biased umpire has an incentive to be observed as unbiased as a
greater value of λ2 indicates that the ICC is more likely to believe that a not out
call against a white batsman is the correct call in the second period.
In the first period, the umpires of both types make decisions with consideration of
reputational concerns. For the purpose of comparison to my data, I assume that the
observations in the data are in the first period for each umpire. That is to say, for no
umpire is an observation in my data the final call he will make before retiring, and
consequently each umpire has the career and financial incentives to appear unbiased
when observed by the ICC. The unbiased umpire will place value on making the
correct decision in accordance with his reputation value function, which forms part
of his payoff in the first period:
Uu = −x1 (c1 − ω1 )2 + qu [Λ(λ1 , c1 , ω1 )]

(4.4)

In this utility function x1 is the relative weighting that the unbiased umpire places
on making the correct call in the first period.
The payoff for the biased umpire is driven by his desire to act in a manner which
reiterates his favourable bias toward white batsmen, whilst accounting for his interest
in entering the second period with some level of credibility. Recall, that I am
considering the situation where a white umpire is adjudicating on a white batsman,
so given c1 ∈ {out,not out} = {0, 1}, the biased umpire’s payoff in the first period
is shown as follows:
Ub = y1 c1 + qb [Λ(λ1 , c1 , ω1 )]
(4.5)
In this utility function y1 is the relative weighting that the biased umpire places on
making a not out call for a white batsman in the first period. Hence, the first term
on the right-hand side of the utility function presented in Equation 4.5 demonstrates
that the biased umpire has a preference for calling not out for a white batsman.
From the utility functions presented in Equations 4.4 and 4.5, when y1 > 0 it must
be the case that the biased umpire will not always tell the truth and will call not out
for a white batsman with a higher likelihood than the unbiased umpire. Therefore,
if the unbiased umpire only announces the call he believes to be most accurate, it
must be the case that the biased umpire announces his desired call (i.e., not out
for white batsmen and out for non-white batsmen) with strictly positive probability
when he receives the undesired signal (i.e., out for white batsmen and not out for
non-white batsmen). Denote the probability that the biased umpire announces his
desired call when he receives the undesired signal as v, where v > 0.
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I assume the ICC forms beliefs on the umpire’s type in accordance with Bayes’ Law,
such that the probability that an umpire is unbiased given he calls not out against
a white batsman in the first period is
λ2 = Λ(λ1 , c1 , ω1 ) = Λ(λ1 , not out, not out) =

λ1 γ
λ1 γ + (1 − λ1 )(γ + (1 − λ1 )v)

Given that v is in the denominator and it takes a strictly positive value, it must
be the case that the value of Λ(λ1 , not out, not out) is necessarily less than λ1 . To
help illustrate this inequality consider the case when v = 0, then I find the value of
Λ(λ1 , not out, not out) to be
λ2 = Λ(λ1 , not out, not out) =

λ1 γ
= λ1
λ1 γ + (1 − λ1 )γ

Since the biased umpire calls not out for a white batsman when he receives the
signal that the white batsman is out with strictly positive probability, the unbiased
umpire’s reputation declines, regardless of whether he was telling the truth, when
he calls the white batsman not out. By Bayes’ law it is found that
Λ(λ1 , out, out) = Λ(λ1 , out, not out) > λ1 > Λ(λ1 , not out, not out) > Λ(λ1 , not out, out)
The inequality of probabilities demonstrates that both the unbiased and biased
umpires have an incentive to call out against a white batsman in the first period in
order to improve their reputation.
Evidently, the unbiased and biased umpires’ decision-making behaviour is contingent
on the ICC’s first-period beliefs about the proportion of umpires who are unbiased.
This dependence of the umpires’ behaviour on the ICC’s beliefs is illustrated by the
inclusion of the second-period value functions of the unbiased and biased umpires,
presented in Equations 4.2 and 4.3 respectively, in the corresponding umpire’s utility
function, presented in Equations 4.4 and 4.5. Now I will illustrate how the biased
umpire’s choice to disclose his reliable signal changes with the ICC’s first-period
beliefs (λ1 ) and with the reliability of the signal (γ(o, r)). For the purpose of
exposition I will consider a situation where the biased umpire places a larger relative
weighting on the second period, such that y1 = 0.1 and y2 = 1.
From Figure 4.1 it is evident that the more confident the biased umpire is of the
correct call (i.e., with increasing γ) the more likely he is to disclose his reliable
signal at every level of initial ICC beliefs, λ1 . In particular, I find that for the
broad middle band of values of λ1 , the biased umpire is much more likely to tell
the truth the more reliable the signal. However, when λ1 is low (i.e., when the ICC
believes there is a small proportion of unbiased umpires) the biased umpire has little
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Figure 4.1: Probability of biased umpire ignoring a reliable “out” signal
increased incentive to tell the truth as γ rises, as there are too few unbiased umpires
overwhelming the second-period beliefs of the ICC regardless of any umpire’s first
period call. When λ1 is large (i.e., the ICC believes there is a high proportion of
unbiased umpires), the biased umpire’s choice in the first period has a small impact
on formulating the ICC’s future expectations, so in this state of the world he can
free ride on the good behaviour of his unbiased peers.
Given this predicted behaviour of biased umpires, I will demonstrate that there
exists an equilibrium solution where the unbiased umpire will choose not to disclose
the signal they receive, and call out against a white batsman (i.e., that there exists
a non-truth telling equilibrium). For exposition I again consider the case where
y1 = 0.1 and y2 = 1 with the unbiased umpire placing the same weighting on the
second period as the biased umpire, such that x2 = 1.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the threshold value of x̄1 above which an unbiased umpire
will choose to announce a call consistent with the informative signal he receives in
the first period. For x1 ≤ x̄1 , the umpire will ignore the reliable signal he receives
and announces a call which boosts his reputation. At lower believed proportions of
unbiased umpires (i.e., lower λ1 ), an unbiased umpire is more likely to ignore the
reliable signal he receives, and choose to call out against a white batsman. This
makes intuitive sense because at low perceived proportions of unbiased umpires,
unbiased umpires prefer to behave in a manner which more overtly conveys to the
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Figure 4.2: Threshold value of x̄1 above which an unbiased umpire will
make a call consistent with his informative signal in the first period
ICC that they are not biased. The more unbiased umpires there are, the less strongly
such signalling is required. Furthermore, from Figure 4.2 it can be seen that at a
moderately low value of λ1 (around λ1 = 0.3) there is an intersection between the
curve for γ = 0.8, and the curves of γ = 0.9 and γ = 0.95. Beyond this point of
intersection, as λ1 increases, the unbiased umpire is more willing to call out against
a white batsman as his confidence of the correct call (i.e., γ) declines, at any given
value of λ1 . This reinforces the results illustrated in Figure 4.1. At moderate values
of λ1 the biased umpire is more likely to announce his desired biased call the less
confident he is in the signal he receives. Hence, it is sensible that unbiased umpires
will choose not to disclose a not out signal against a white batsman at these lower
confidence levels, such that they can more strongly signal to the ICC that they
are unbiased. The reason x¯1 declines with increasing γ is complicated, and not
as obvious for lower values of γ. However, it is arguably reasonable to assume that
international cricket umpires are skilled at their job and as a result they are confident
in the correct decision (i.e., γ ≥ 0.95) for the majority of the deliveries they observe.
Therefore, for practical purposes I will consider the influence of deviations away from
this position of high confidence on the decision-making behaviour of white umpires.

The tailored model of Morris (2001) in the context of cricket shows that there exists
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an equilibrium scenario where a white umpire will choose to ignore his reliable
not out signal and incorrectly call out against a white batsman. This equilibrium
emerges when umpires receive highly reliable signals (i.e., γ > 0.8), and the ICC is
confident that the majority of umpires are unbiased, but this is not an overwhelming
majority. Therefore, in this environment there is little incentive for biased behaviour,
and consequently unbiased umpires readily ignore a not out signal and call out for
a white batsman in the event of shifts away from a position of high confidence in
the signal they receive.
The theoretical game also explains why white umpires have fewer overturned
decisions against non-white batsmen. When a white umpire is adjudicating on a nonwhite batsman, the biased umpire desires to call out rather than not out. Therefore,
the utility functions from Equations 4.4 and 4.5 are exactly the same for the case
where there is a white umpire and non-white batsman, the only difference is c and ω
are redefined such that, c ∈ {out, not out} = {1, 0} and ω ∈ {out, not out} = {1, 0}.
Then a parallel analysis to that undertaken above will show that the unbiased umpire
has an incentive to call not out for the non-white batsman despite receiving an out
signal, and this incentive increases with decreasing certainty in the correct call.
Again, this equilibrium solution is contingent on the ICC believing that a majority
of umpires are unbiased and that the umpires are skilled at their job (γ is usually
large).
The results discussed are identical when considering the interaction between a white
umpire and a white versus non-white bowler. In all cases, the preferred call of
the biased umpire is in accordance with his racial prejudice. Therefore, the only
adjustment required is that the binary values of c and ω are redefined so that
Equations 4.4 and 4.5 appropriately maximize the unbiased and biased umpires
utilities. Specifically, in the case of a biased white umpire adjudicating on a white
bowler, his desired outcome is to call out in order to benefit the white bowler (c ∈
{out,not out} = {1, 0} and ω ∈ {out,not out} = {1, 0}). Conversely, if a biased
white umpire is adjudicating on a non-white bowler then he desires to call not out
in order to disadvantage the non-white bowler (c ∈ {out,not out} = {0, 1} and
ω ∈ {out,not out} = {0, 1}). The unbiased umpire is consistently motivated by
making the correct decision and boosting his reputation.
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4.2 Empirical results for batting team
To investigate the influence of the race-match between an umpire and a challenging
batsman on the umpire’s decision-making outcomes, I examine the likelihood of
reviewed decisions being overturned. Recall the LPM presented in Equation 3.2,
which I re-write here:
‘
β4 + εiju
overturniju = β0 + race‘iu β1 + mfij‘ β2 + te‘iju β3 + yeariu

The first and second column of Table 4.1 show the coefficient estimates of the race
dummy variables for the restricted and unrestricted model for the pooled data of
appealed decisions by the batting team. The restricted model only considers the
race variables and omits match factors, team effects and year effects variables. The
base dummy race variable is the case where both the umpire and the batsman are
white.
The coefficient estimate for a white umpire and non-white batsman in Column 1 of
Table 4.1 can be interpreted to mean that a batting team’s appeal is approximately
11 percentage points more likely to be upheld when a white umpire is making a
decision against a white batsman than when a white umpire is making a decision
against a non-white batsman. This result is statistically significant at the 5%
significance level, but more importantly, it has a huge economic significance.
Recall that the average probability of a batting team’s appeal being overturned
is approximately 33%. Therefore, an 11 percentage point increase translates to
approximately a 33% increase from the pooled mean. The average partial effects of
the dummy variables for non-white umpires are negative, statistically insignificant
and far lower in economic significance. Evidently, the results are not robust to
the inclusion of additional controls, as the coefficient estimate in the unrestricted
model shown in Column 2 of Table 4.1 on the dummy for a white umpire and a
non-white batsman declines in economic magnitude and is statistically insignificant
at conventional levels.
The third and fourth columns of Table 4.1 show the coefficient estimates for the race
dummy variables from the restricted and unrestricted model when I only consider
the sub-sample of test match data. The coefficient estimate on the dummy for a
white umpire and a non-white batsman in Column 3 again shows a bias on behalf of
white umpires against white batsmen. The economic magnitude of the effect is larger
in the test match sub-sample than in the pooled sample, with the white umpires in
test matches being close to 15 percentage points more likely to be overturned when
calling against a white batsman compared to a non-white batsman. This result is
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statistically significant at the 5% level. The magnitude of the effect rises slightly
again to about 18 percentage points, once match factors, team effects and year
effects are controlled for in Column 4. However, the statistical significance of the
result declines to only the 15% level. The unrestricted model results in a modest
improvement in the R2 value, with the restricted model explaining about 2% of the
variation in overturned decisions, and the unrestricted model explaining nearly 10%
of the variation.
I perform an Oster (2013) test to examine whether the result for the dummy on
a white umpire and a non-white batsman in the test match data is robust to
omitted variable bias, given the change in R2 and coefficient values between the
restricted model with only race-match dummy variables and the unrestricted model
with the full set of controls. Omitted variable bias is a concern because the rules
and regulations of cricket make it difficult to control for match factors that could
plausibly influence the likelihood of a reviewed decision being overturned. For
example, I am concerned about the potentially confounding effect of one team having
a large lead in the match on the likelihood of an umpire’s decision being overturned.
However, it is difficult to control for the effect of one team having a higher likelihood
of victory as cricket is somewhat unique in its scoring system. In cricket each team
is given at most two separate turns (i.e., within each innings) to accumulate runs,
unlike other sports where both teams are able to concurrently attempt to increase
their respective scores (i.e., scoring goals in football). A sport with a similar scoring
system to cricket is baseball, however in baseball there are at least nine interchanges
between the batting and pitching team, the length of each innings is shorter and the
score accumulated in each innings is much lower. Therefore, in most other sports
the likelihood of victory is highly correlated with the differential in the scores of
the competing teams. However, the scoring system in cricket makes it difficult to
develop an adequate control for one team being more likely to win as the deficit in
the team’s scores is largest at the end of an innings before the other team has had
the opportunity to accumulate runs.
The Oster (2013) test is ideal to demonstrate whether the result for the dummy on
a white umpire and a non-white batsman is robust to omitted variable bias because
the Oster (2013) test estimates the relative degree of selection on observed and
unobserved variables. The relative degree of selection on observed and unobserved
variables is denoted by δ, and is calculated using a theoretical maximum R2 value
and under the assumption that the coefficient of interest, in my case the dummy
for a white umpire and a non-white batsman, is equal to zero. I proceed using the
2
suggested method of Rmax
= 1.3Ru2 = 0.1274 (Oster, 2017), where Ru2 is the R2
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value from the unrestricted model. The Oster (2013) test reports δ = 1.081 . The
result δ > 1 demonstrates that the selection on observables (i.e., the race dummy
variables) is at least as great as the selection on unobservables. Therefore, the
value of the parameter estimate on the dummy for a white umpire and a non-white
batsman exhibited considerable stability over the restricted and unrestricted model
specifications when accommodating for the corresponding change in R2 and the
theoretical maximum R2 value. From this result I conclude that the estimate on the
dummy for a white umpire and a non-white batsman is robust to omitted variable
bias.
A likelihood ratio test based on the probit regressions presented in Table B.1
in the appendix demonstrates that the inclusion of match factors, team fixed
effects and year fixed effects does not have a significant effect on the value of
the maximum likelihood estimators between the restricted and unrestricted models
(χ2 (33) = 30.33, p-value= 0.4486). Hence, I conclude that the unrestricted model
does not considerably improve my ability to identify the variation in the likelihood
of an umpire’s decision being overturned.
In test matches, the tactics of the game and the playing style of the batting and
bowling teams are nuanced as the match occurs over several days and innings.
Among the usual tactics in a test match, for example, it is plainly visible that
after a certain point, a losing team will intentionally play to achieve a draw.2
The reserved playing style of the batsmen significantly reduces the likelihood of
a bowler hitting the stumps with his delivery or a batsman being caught on the
fall after attempting to hit the ball toward the boundary. Consequently, the tactics
employed by the bowling team to get batsmen out in test matches can result in
far more ambiguous decision-making moments for the adjudicating umpires (i.e.,
relatively low γ). For example, the bowling team may make more of an effort to
get a batsman out by LBW or through careful placement of repeat deliveries such
that the ball skims the edge of the batsman’s bat and is caught on the fall behind
the batsman. Both of these outcomes are notoriously, highly ambiguous decisionmaking moments for the umpire. The theoretical model presented in Section 4.1
suggests a mechanism through which white umpires may process information when
they make ambiguous decisions in a high-pressure and time-poor environment that
is plausible, and consistent with the racial bias observed in test matches as shown
in Table 4.1. Interpreting the results of the probit model presented in Table B.1,
through the lens of a random utility model, white umpires derive greater utility
1

This value is found using the psacalc command in STATA.
Recall that to win a test match a team must get all 10 of the other team’s batsmen out in
both of the two potential innings. If a losing team can keep at least two of their batsmen in until
the end of the fifth day the match is declared a draw.
2
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from making incorrect calls on white batsmen than they do from making incorrect
calls on non-white batsmen. I suggest that the reason for the greater level of utility
can be explained by the reputation gain the umpire receives from being more likely,
given the wrong call on a white batsman, to be deemed by the ICC to be unbiased.

The fifth and sixth columns of Table 4.1 show the race dummy variable estimates
for the sub-sample of ODI matches in both the restricted and unrestricted
models. The race-match coefficient estimates for the restricted model in the fifth
column are all economically and statistically insignificant. The unrestricted model
produces estimates that are more economically significant but the results are highly
statistically insignificant. I conclude that the white umpire bias against white
batsmen occurs within test matches and not within ODI matches. On reflection,
it is plausible that an umpire would not disclose his bias in an ODI match as the
decision-making moments in ODI matches are far less ambiguous (i.e., relatively
large γ) compared to the decision-making moments in test matches. ODI matches
encourage a much more aggressive style of play from both the batting and bowling
teams because there is more to gain from riskier plays and tactics when the objective
of the match is simply to get as many runs as possible within a relatively short time
frame. Consequently, the ODI match format encourages batsmen to try and hit the
ball hard toward the field’s boundary to achieve four and six runs. This tactic can
easily result in the batsmen being caught out by a fielder after the ball has clearly hit
the batsman’s bat, such that there is no ambiguity in the correct call for the umpire
(i.e., γ = 1). Also the ODI format encourages bowlers to bowl fast and directly at
the stumps to try and get batsmen out as quickly as possible whilst minimizing their
runs. This style of bowling again results in highly unambiguous outcomes for the
umpire (i.e., large γ). The theoretical model in Section 4.1 illustrates as the decisionmaking moment for the umpire is increasingly less ambiguous (i.e., increasing γ)
there is significantly less incentive for an unbiased umpire to ignore his informative
signal on the correct call in order to promote his reputation (i.e., decreasing threshold
x̄1 value). This lack of ambiguity in decision-making outcomes is reflected in the
smaller and statistically insignificant coefficient estimates in Columns 5 and 6 of
Table 4.1.
For non-white umpires, there is no statistical evidence of a significant difference
in the likelihood of being overturned when adjudicating on white versus nonwhite batsmen. Therefore, I propose, that reputational concerns are not a major
contributing factor to the non-white umpires decision-making process. The reason
for this may be that there are no high profile examples, like Emerson and Hair, of
non-white umpires being stood down from international matches due to an event
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attached to race. Furthermore, the historical power imbalance between white and
non-white people in colonized countries, and the colonial heritage of cricket, may
create a racial dynamic whereby the non-white umpires have weaker reputational
concerns attached to being perceived as biased when exercising authority against
players. However, the historical power imbalance between white and non-white
people in colonized countries may result in white umpires’ placing greater weighting
(i.e., larger x2 ) on reputational concerns attached to being perceived as biased when
exercising authority over non-white players but not white players.
The restricted and unrestricted model used to predict the coefficient estimates
presented in Table 4.2 and Table B.2 of the appendix are constructed based on
the same random utility model shown in Equation 3.1, but now the suite of race
variables are constructed to capture the racial pairing between the batsman and
both on-field umpires. The base dummy variable is two white umpires and a white
batsman. From Table 4.2 it is evident that the coefficient estimate on the dummy
variable for two white umpires and a non-white batsman, in the pooled data (Column
1) and in the test matches sub-sample (Column 3), are negative and statistically
significant at the 5% level in the restricted models. The coefficient estimate on
two white umpires and a non-white batsman in the unrestricted model for the test
match sub-sample (Column 4 of Table 4.2) is also economically and statistically
significant at the 10% level. The economic magnitude of the coefficient estimates on
the dummy indicating two white umpires and a non-white batsman is exceptionally
large, with the estimates from the third and fourth columns suggesting that two
white umpires are approximately 22 percentage points more likely to be overturned
by a white batsman than by a non-white batsman. Therefore, with respect to
the average likelihood of being overturned in a test match (31%), there is about
a 70% change from the mean in the likelihood of an overturned decision for two
white umpires across white and non-white batsmen. The Oster (2013) test for the
coefficient on two white umpires and a non-white batsman coefficient in the test
2
match sub-sample reports δ = 1.22, when Rmax
= 0.1339. Standard interpretation
procedure hence indicates that the estimate is robust to omitted variable bias. As
with the model specified in Table 4.1, the racial pairing effect estimated in Table 4.2
is solely driven by test matches, with no statistically significant race effect observed
in ODI matches. The results underscore that the main racial pairing effect observed
is that white umpires are more likely to be overturned by a white batsman than by
a non-white batsman, and that this effect occurs only in test cricket matches.
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Table 4.1: Batting team reviewed decisions: OLS results
Pooled

Test

ODI

White umpire &
non-white batsman

(1)
(2)
(3)
Reduced
Full
Reduced
∗∗
-0.113
-0.0519 -0.158∗∗
(0.0506) (0.0891) (0.0620)

(4)
Full
-0.183+
(0.121)

Non-white umpire &
white batsman

-0.0237
(0.0578)

-0.0253
(0.0609)

-0.0406
(0.0711)

-0.0561
(0.0784)

0.0135
(0.101)

0.0317
(0.103)

Non-white umpire &
non-white batsman

-0.0314
(0.0605)

-0.0175
(0.0907)

-0.0599
(0.0845)

-0.0507
(0.129)

0.00640
(0.0957)

0.0473
(0.139)

Constant

0.372∗∗∗
(0.0377)

0.314∗
(0.164)

0.383∗∗∗
(0.0449)

0.300∗
(0.177)

0.345∗∗∗
(0.0698)

0.287
(0.319)

Batting team FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Bowling team FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Year FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Match factors
Observations

No
578

Yes
578

No
370

Yes
370

No
208

Yes
208

0.011

0.103

0.022

0.098

0.000

0.283

R2

The dependent variable is the dummy for an overturned decision
Standard errors clustered at the match level in parentheses
+ p < 0.15,

∗

p < 0.10,

∗∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗∗

p < 0.01
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(5)
(6)
Reduced
Full
-0.0121
0.0753
(0.0859) (0.138)

Table 4.2: Batting team reviewed decisions considering the races of
both umpires: OLS results
Pooled

Test

ODI

2 white umpires &
non-white batsman

(1)
Reduced
-0.162∗∗
(0.0679)

(2)
Full
-0.0858
(0.104)

(3)
Reduced
-0.214∗∗
(0.0816)

(4)
Full
-0.225∗
(0.135)

1 white umpire &
white batsman

-0.0471
(0.0649)

-0.0211
(0.0651)

-0.124+
(0.0767)

-0.108
(0.0773)

0.123
(0.118)

0.0368
(0.130)

1 white umpire &
non-white batsman

-0.0838
(0.0631)

-0.0295
(0.0958)

-0.165∗∗
(0.0773)

-0.190
(0.133)

0.0623
(0.114)

0.162
(0.175)

2 non-white umpires &
white batsman

-0.0905
(0.0937)

-0.104
(0.136)

-0.0885
(0.133)

-0.156
(0.176)

-0.0692
(0.145)

0.0620
(0.201)

2 non-white umpires &
non-white batsman

-0.0818
(0.108)

-0.0886
(0.132)

-0.100
(0.161)

-0.0450
(0.193)

0.00769
(0.159)

-0.126
(0.200)

Constant

0.400∗∗∗
(0.0510)

0.344∗∗
(0.168)

0.433∗∗∗
(0.0592)

0.376∗∗
(0.186)

0.300∗∗∗
(0.0996)

0.245
(0.340)

Batting team FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Bowling team FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Year FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Match factors

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Observations

578

578

370

370

208

208

0.014

0.106

0.028

0.103

0.014

0.296

R2

The dependent variable is the dummy for an overturned decision
Standard errors clustered at the match level in parentheses
+ p < 0.15,

∗

p < 0.10,

∗∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗∗

p < 0.01
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(5)
(6)
Reduced
Full
-0.00968 0.0946
(0.118) (0.195)

4.3 Empirical results for bowling team
I now estimate the impact of the racial pairing between the umpire and bowler.
Before presenting these results, it is important to establish that an umpire making
a not out decision against the bowling team is conceptually vastly different to the
case of an umpire making an out decision against a batsman. A decision against
a batsman is by design only against that individual player, and that player is the
best-informed player on the field to challenge the umpire’s decision. However, many
players on the bowling team are involved in trying to get the batsman out. The
bowler is the focal player in attempting to get the batsman out, but the umpire
must also monitor the actions of the fielders for the bowling team, especially in
instances where the batsman is caught out. When the bowling team chooses to
appeal the umpire’s decision, the appeal is usually prefaced by the entire team
deliberating on what has transpired, and the captain is the one who eventually
requests for a review of the decision. Therefore, as there are many relevant factors
in a bowling team appeal, that involve multiple players, the bowler may play a
weaker role on the umpire’s decision making. However, I believe examining the
racial pairing between the umpire and the bowler is still informative. Firstly, the
bowler is the primary point of attack, and consequently will be at the centre of
the umpire’s consideration when making a decision in a time-poor environment.
Secondly, the bowler is usually the player closest to the umpire when the delivery,
and often the appeal, are made. Therefore, if the umpire is driven by a racially
charged reputational concern mechanism, the visual cue of the bowler should be
prominent.
The first and second columns of Table 4.3 show the coefficient estimates for the racematch dummy variables for the restricted and unrestricted models for the pooled
test and ODI data where I include only decisions appealed by the bowling team.
Interestingly, in the restricted model, non-white umpires are statistically less likely
to be overturned by bowlers of either race than a white umpire is to be overturned
by a white bowler. The racial effect that is anticipated given the batsmen results
would be that the white umpires are less likely to be overturned by non-white bowlers
than by white bowlers. The estimate on the dummy for a white umpire and a nonwhite bowler in Column 1 of Table 4.3 is negative as anticipated, but the result is
statistically insignificant and its economic significance is not noteworthy. All race
dummy variables are economically and statistically insignificant in the unrestricted
model shown in the second column of Table 4.3.
The third and fourth columns of Table 4.3 show the coefficient estimates for the race
dummy variables of the restricted and unrestricted model just for appeals requested
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by the bowling team in the test match data sub-sample. The results in Column 3
parallel the effect observed in the pooled sample, with the coefficient estimates on
both of the race-match dummy variables for a non-white umpire being economically
and statistically significant in this restricted model. In particular, the result for the
dummy of a non-white umpire and a white bowler is statistically significant at the
10% level, and the estimate for the dummy of a non-white umpire and a non-white
bowler is statistically significant at the 15% level. The noticeable difference in the
test match sub-sample as compared to the pooled data is that the dummy indicating
a white umpire and a non-white bowler is economically and statistically significant at
the 5% level. This indicates that a white umpire is 10 percentage points more likely
to be overturned by a white bowler than by a non-white bowler. Considering that
the average likelihood of a bowling team’s appeal being overturned in test matches is
23%, the result indicates that there is an approximate 44% increase from the mean
in the likelihood of being overturned when a white umpire is appealed by a white
versus a non-white bowler. This result is in line with the expectations developed
by the model in Section 4.1, and the empirical results for decisions appealed by the
batting team, shown in Table 4.1. In the unrestricted model (Column 4 of Table
4.3) the white umpire and non-white bowler dummy variable, and the non-white
umpire and white bowler dummy variable are both statistically significant at the
15% level. The estimate for the dummy indicating a non-white umpire and a nonwhite bowler is still economically significant, but is no longer statistically significant
at conventional levels. An Oster (2013) test on the estimate for the coefficient
2
on the dummy for a white umpire and a non-white bowler, when Rmax
= 0.0845,
yields δ = 1.18. Following convention for the test, I conclude that the selection
on observables is at least as great as the selection on unobservables, and hence the
result is robust to omitted variable bias. From Table B.3 in the appendix it is found
that in analogous probit estimates, the number of observations in the restricted
and unrestricted models for the test match sub-sample (shown in the third and
fourth columns), are different due to some observations being perfectly predicted
by the explanatory variables. Consequently, it is not possible to perform a reliable
likelihood ratio test, but given the modest change in the log-likelihood values it
seems likely that the unrestricted model adds little explanatory power.
The fifth and sixth columns of Table 4.3 explores the impact of race in the sub-sample
of ODI match data. In parallel to the results presented for batsmen in Columns 5
and 6 of Table 4.1, there are no statistically significant coefficient estimates on the
race-match dummy variables in the ODI data. As discussed in Section 4.2, the style
of play in ODI is conducive to an environment where the umpire is more certain of
delivery outcomes, and consequently his behaviour is not affected by reputational
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concerns. Interestingly, however, the estimates on the dummy indicating a white
umpire and a non-white bowler are economically large and positive, rather than
negative, in both the restricted and unrestricted models. This spurious finding is
difficult to interpret because it is statistically insignificant, different in sign to the
result observed in the test match data, and is counter-intuitive to the reputational
concern mechanism explored.
Now, again consider the situation where race in Equation 3.2, is proxied by the
racial pairing between both on-field umpires and the bowler rather than only the
match between the bowler and the umpire whose decision he appeals. Results from
models specified in this fashion are shown in Table 4.4. Note that the number of
observations in the first through to the fourth column of Table 4.4 exceeds by one
the analogous number of observations in Table 4.3. This is because the challenged
umpire is not identified on ESP N cricinf o.com for the only test match between
New Zealand and Zimbabwe in 2010, as discussed in Section 3.1. The results of the
restricted and unrestricted models are shown in the first and second column of Table
4.4 for the pooled data. The race-match coefficient estimates in both columns are
negative, meaning that every racial pairing is associated with a lower likelihood of
being overturned compared to the case of two white umpires and a white bowler.
In the restricted model all estimates, except for that of the dummy indicating two
non-white umpires and a white bowler, are statistically significant at the 15% level.
All of the results are statistically insignificant in the unrestricted model, as shown
in Column 2. The test match data results for this model specification are shown
in the third and fourth columns of Table 4.4. In the restricted model, results
indicate that two white umpires are significantly more likely, at the 10% level, to
be overturned by a white bowler than by a non-white bowler. Also, it is found
that a decision made in a setting with one white umpire and one non-white umpire
is economically and statistically less likely to be overturned, whether the appeal is
made by a white or a non-white bowler, in comparison to that of two white umpires
adjudicating on a white bowler. In the unrestricted model, the only result that is
statistically significant at conventional levels is that two white umpires are more
likely to have their decision overturned by a white bowler than by a non-white
bowler. This result is consistent with the theoretical model, and again shows that
white umpires appear to be biased against white players. An Oster (2013) test on
2
the estimate for two white umpires and a non-white bowler, when Rmax
= 0.0884,
yields δ = 1.83. Leading to the conclusion that the result is robust to omitted
variable bias. Interestingly in light of the perplexing result for non-white umpires
shown in Table 4.3, there is no evidence to suggest that two non-white umpires have
a different likelihood of being overturned compared to two white umpires and a white
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bowler. Both of the estimates on two non-white umpires are statistically insignificant
and small in magnitude. As has come to be expected, all results are statistically
insignificant for the ODI match data, in both the restricted and unrestricted models,
as shown in the fifth and sixth columns of Table 4.4.
The primary focus of this exploration into cricket umpire decision making is to
isolate the effect of race on decision-making outcomes. Evident from the results,
consistent with the theoretical model and plausible in light of known differences
in playing style across the two formats of cricket matches covered in my data, the
ODI match data show little to no impact of the bowler or batsman’s race on the
likelihood of the umpire’s decision being overturned. Therefore, from this point on,
I will narrow my focus to the sub-sample of test match data.
In this chapter I have explored the impact that the racial pairing between an
umpire and a batsman or bowler has on the likelihood of the umpire’s decision
being overturned. The empirical results suggest that white umpires are significantly
more likely to have their decisions overturned by white batsmen and bowlers relative
to the case of white umpires having their decisions overturned by non-white batsmen
and bowlers. A theoretical model that incorporates reputational concerns into
the interactions between umpires and the ICC is utilized to justify, and better
conceptualize, the mechanism that drives the empirical results. However, it is
important to recall that until this point, I have only considered the review decision
data in generating empirical results, and not every decision in a cricket match is
reviewed. Therefore, I have only been able to show that white umpires are biased
against white players conditional on an appeal taking place. It may be the case that
white and non-white players are systematically different in the way or frequency with
which they request for appeals of the decisions of white and non-white umpires, and
this may be the true mechanism that is driving the empirical observations presented
in this chapter. To explore this possibility, the next chapter focuses on the decision
to request for appeal.
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Table 4.3: Bowling team reviewed decisions: OLS results
Pooled

Test

ODI

White umpire &
non-white bowler

(1)
Reduced
-0.0557
(0.0401)

(2)
(3)
Full
Reduced
-0.0224 -0.107∗∗
(0.0730) (0.0458)

(4)
Full
-0.126+
(0.0843)

(5)
Reduced
0.0782
(0.0785)

(6)
Full
0.165
(0.141)

Non-white umpire &
white bowler

-0.0739∗
(0.0406)

-0.0569
(0.0445)

-0.0914∗
(0.0469)

-0.0835+
(0.0521)

-0.00782
(0.0815)

-0.0322
(0.107)

Non-white umpire &
non-white bowler

-0.105∗∗
(0.0451)

-0.0488
(0.0758)

-0.103+
(0.0623)

-0.123
(0.0912)

-0.0486
(0.0729)

0.0495
(0.147)

Constant

0.273∗∗∗
(0.0290)

0.224∗∗
(0.113)

0.296∗∗∗
(0.0327)

0.236∗
(0.128)

0.191∗∗∗
(0.0600)

0.0178
(0.203)

Batting team FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Bowling team FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Year FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Match factors
Observations

No
763

Yes
763

No
515

Yes
515

No
248

Yes
248

0.008

0.055

0.013

0.065

0.016

0.185

R2

The dependent variable is the dummy for an overturned decision
Standard errors clustered at the match level in parentheses
+ p < 0.15,

∗

p < 0.10,

∗∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗∗

p < 0.01
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Table 4.4: Bowling team reviewed decisions considering the races of
both umpires: OLS results
Pooled

Test

ODI

2 white umpires &
non-white bowler

(1)
(2)
(3)
Reduced
Full
Reduced
+
-0.0801
-0.0726 -0.130∗∗
(0.0519) (0.0831) (0.0576)

(4)
Full
-0.173∗
(0.0929)

(5)
Reduced
0.0785
(0.113)

(6)
Full
0.112
(0.166)

1 white umpire &
white bowler

-0.0748+
(0.0514)

-0.0579
(0.0532)

-0.0877+
(0.0603)

-0.0747
(0.0604)

-0.00712
(0.102)

-0.0410
(0.113)

1 white umpire &
non-white bowler

-0.0759+
(0.0485)

-0.0145
(0.0778)

-0.111∗
(0.0569)

-0.113
(0.0814)

0.0286
(0.0994)

0.0997
(0.166)

2 non-white umpires &
white bowler

-0.0436
(0.0688)

-0.0286
(0.0718)

-0.0499
(0.0813)

-0.0500
(0.0813)

-0.00481
(0.128)

-0.0155
(0.142)

2 non-white umpires &
non-white bowler

-0.121+
(0.0780)

-0.0600
(0.113)

0.00293
(0.110)

-0.00177
(0.137)

-0.137
(0.105)

-0.132
(0.197)

Constant

0.282∗∗∗
(0.0391)

0.230∗∗
(0.112)

0.305∗∗∗
(0.0432)

0.251∗∗
(0.123)

0.192∗∗
(0.0888)

0.0482
(0.220)

Batting team FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Bowling team FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Year FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Match factors
Observations

No
764

Yes
764

No
516

Yes
516

No
248

Yes
248

0.006

0.057

0.013

0.068

0.016

0.190

R2

The dependent variable is the dummy for an overturned decision
Standard errors clustered at the match level in parentheses
+ p < 0.15,

∗

p < 0.10,

∗∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗∗

p < 0.01
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Chapter 5
Decision to challenge the umpire
5.1 Theoretical framework for understanding the
decision to appeal
The theoretical model presented in Section 4.1 only considers the umpire and the
ICC as players, ignoring the strategic decisions by the batting and bowling teams
to appeal umpires’ decisions. This is a major concern because the data presented in
Chapter 4 only captures decisions after which a review has been requested. In this
section I modify the Knowles et al. (2001) optimal auditing model to focus on the
interaction that occurs prior to an appeal being sought, between the umpire and
the challenging player. Knowles et al. (2001) construct an optimal auditing model
in order to explore whether discrimination against black drivers in the search for
contraband by traffic police officers in the United States is taste-based or statistically
motivated. In this setting the traffic police officers are the auditors, as they are
empowered with the ability to monitor the actions of drivers. Consequently, drivers
are the auditees, and Knowles et al. (2001) extend the model to examine whether
black drivers respond optimally to their higher likelihood of being searched. Perhaps
unsurprisingly, white umpires in a cricket match are analogous to traffic police
officers, as both are responsible for enforcing rules and regulations. Consequently,
the batting and bowling teams are the auditees, as the umpire adjudicates (i.e.,
he calls out or not out) on the actions of the players within the match. However,
the ability of the batting and bowling teams to appeal the umpire’s decision allows
me to explore an interesting extension to the Knowles et al. (2001) model. The
DRS enables the batting and bowling teams to audit the decision-making behaviour
of the umpire, and consequently when the umpire’s decision is reviewed both the
actions of the challenging player and the umpire are being audited. Therefore, via
the Knowles et al. (2001) model I am able to isolate the match environment where
I anticipate to observe reviewed decisions.
Again, assume that a white umpire observes a delivery and receives a signal about
the result of the delivery, s, that he believes is accurate with probability γ(o, r).
A noticeable difference between this model and the model presented in Section
4.1 is that this model’s primary focus is on the reliability of the signal that the
player is considering challenging. The batsman’s strategy is only concerned with the
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reliability of an out signal, while the bowler’s strategy is only concerned with the
reliability of a not out signal. Immediately after the delivery the umpire must make
a call, c, which may or may not be the same as the real result, ω. When the umpire
calls out the batsman then has the opportunity to challenge the umpire. Similarly,
when the umpire calls not out the bowler has the option to appeal the decision. The
race of the challenging player, r ∈ {W, N W }, and any other observed characteristics,
o, are available to the umpire before he announces his call. Allow F (o|W ) and
F (o|N W ) to be the distributions of unobserved and observed characteristics in the
white and non-white players, respectively.
Firstly, I will consider the environment where a white umpire is observing a delivery
to a batsman. The umpire is assumed to call the batsman out following his objective
of maximizing the number of correct out decisions minus some cost to calling out.
As in the model presented in Section 4.1, the cost incurred by the umpire that may
differ across batsmen of different races is the potential loss of reputation because
there are different reputational concerns associated with making an out call against
a non-white batsman compared to against a white batsman. The cost of calling out
against a player of race r is denoted as tr , and for simplicity of analysis assume that
tW , tN W ∈ (0, 1).
The value of this optimal auditing model compared to the model in Section 4.1 is
that a batsman is now responsive to the decision-making behaviour of the umpire
whose incentives to not appear racist are built into his cost function. Hence, this
model helps us think about the strategic considerations of the batsman deciding
whether to request an appeal after the umpire’s decision. The first strategic move is
made when the batsman considers the probability that the umpire is correct after he
has made an out call. These considerations may differ for batsmen of different races
because white and non-white batsmen may perceive different actual probabilities
of being out after being called out, and may act accordingly. For example, white
batsmen may be systematically taller than non-white batsmen, and as a result there
is a higher likelihood that a ball could hit a white batsman’s leg but not have been
on a trajectory to hit the wicket. Therefore, a white batsman may be more likely
to believe that a white umpire is incorrect when he calls LBW against him than a
non-white batsman.
If a batsman challenges the umpire’s call and the review is struck down (i.e., the
umpire’s decision is not overturned) the batsman receives a payoff of −j(o, r).
Alternatively, if the batsman challenges the umpire’s call and the review is upheld
(i.e., the umpire’s decision is overturned) then the batsman receives a payoff of
v(o, r). Hence, v(o, r) is the predicted benefit the batsman enjoys of having the
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decision overturned, and j(o, r) is the predicted cost of losing one of his team’s
limited number of review challenges. For the moment, assume that both the umpire
and batsman know the probability that the umpire is correct, γ(o, r). Later I relax
this assumption and allow the umpire and batsman to have a different perception of
γ(o, r). When an umpire calls out, the expected payoff to the batsman for requesting
the review is given by
γ(o, r)[−j(o, r)] + [1 − γ(o, r)]v(o, r).

(5.1)

Given that the batsman is making a utility maximizing decision, he will only choose
to request for review if the expected payoff is weakly positive - i.e., if
γ(o, r)[−j(o, r)] + [1 − γ(o, r)]v(o, r) ≥ 0.
This expression can be rearranged to show that the batsman will only request for
review below a certain threshold level likelihood of the call being correct - i.e., a
review will only be requested when
γ(o, r) ≤

v(o, r)
.
j(o, r) + v(o, r)

(5.2)

Now consider the umpire’s maximization problem. The umpire chooses to either
call out or not out against the batsman following standard utility maximization.
Denote the call of the umpire as c ∈ {out, not out} = {0, 1} such that the umpire’s
utility maximization problem can be expressed as
"

#

max
(1 − c) (γ(o, r) − tr ) + c (1 − γ(o, r))
c

(5.3)

The benefit to the umpire from announcing out is hence simply the probability that
he is correct minus some marginal cost, which is interpreted here as his potential
loss of reputation. The umpire also derives utility from calling not out because in
the setting considered there is no racially motivated reputational cost involved with
calling not out, and he believes his decision is correct with a probability of 1−γ(o, r).
Hence, a utility-maximizing umpire will only choose to call the batsman out when
γ(o, r) − tr ≥ 1 − γ(o, r).
This expression can also be rearranged to show that there exists some threshold
level of confidence (i.e., the perceived probability that he is correct) that the umpire
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must reach before he is willing to announce that the batsman is out:
γ(o, r) ≥

tr + 1
.
2

(5.4)

From the maximization problems of the umpire and the batsman, and assuming that
each is behaving strategically with complete and accurate information on γ(o, r), it
must be the case that an appeal by the batting team will only occur in instances
where the probability that the umpire is correct in the belief that the batsman is
out sits within the following range:
v(o, r)
tr + 1
≤ γ(o, r) ≤
.
2
j(o, r) + v(o, r)

(5.5)

Figure 5.1 graphically illustrates the range of values of γ(o, r) where I anticipate
to observe reviewed decisions when the batsman and umpire both have complete
and accurate information on γ(o, r). The result that appealed decisions will only
be observed within this range of γ(o, r) makes intuitive sense. The batsman will
only choose to challenge the portion of those out decisions where the probability of
receiving a weakly positive return in expectation exceeds the perceived probability
that the umpire’s decision is correct.
One mechanism that could explain the unexpected bias in the empirical results is
that white batsmen are more averse than their non-white counterparts to losing
an appeal when challenging white umpires, which is represented in the model as
j(o, W ) > j(o, N W ). Figure 5.2 illustrates the environment in which white batsmen
are more loss averse than non-white batsmen (i.e., j(o, W ) > j(o, N W )), when there
is no difference in the marginal cost incurred by the umpire for announcing out across
racial groups (i.e., tW = tN W ), and the batsmen and umpires have complete and
accurate information on γ(o, r). If white batsmen are more averse than non-white
batsmen in requesting appeals of white umpires’ decisions, then the upper threshold
of Equation 5.5 would be lower for decisions against white batsmen than decisions
against non-white batsmen, as depicted in Figure 5.2, and as a result white batsmen
would be less likely to challenge decisions that have a lower likelihood of being
overturned. Therefore, this loss aversion mechanism is successful in predicting that
white umpires are more likely to have their decisions overturned by white players
than by non-white players.
Within the context of this model it is possible to define both taste-based and
statistical discrimination. An umpire exhibits taste-based discrimination if he
discloses that there is a difference in the cost of announcing out across white and
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Figure 5.1: Graphical depiction for range of γ(o, r) where I anticipate to
observe reviewed decisions when batsmen and umpires are perfectly
informed on γ(o, r)

Figure 5.2: Graphical depiction for range of γ(o, r) where I anticipate to
observe reviewed decisions when j(o, W ) > j(o, N W ), and batsmen and
umpires are perfectly informed on γ(o, r)
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non-white batsmen - i.e., tN W 6= tW . A difference in the likelihood of decisions
on white versus non-white players being overturned could be because the lower
bound threshold value of γ(o, r) is lower for one racial group than for the other,
and consequently the umpire has a lower marginal cost of announcing out for one
group over the other. Figure 5.3 illustrates the scenario where the cost associated
with calling out against a non-white batsman is greater than the cost associated
with calling out against a white batsman (i.e., tN W > tW ). From Figure 5.3 it
is evident that when there is complete and accurate information on γ(o, r), and
when tN W > tW , a white umpire preferentially calls out against a white batsman,
and the white umpire has a higher likelihood of his decision being overturned by a
white batsman than by a non-white batsman. Figure 5.3 also indicates that a white
batsman is more likely than a non-white batsman to appeal the decision of a white
umpire.

Figure 5.3: Graphical depiction for range of γ(o, r) where I anticipate to
observe reviewed decisions when tN W > tW , and batsmen and umpires
are perfectly informed on γ(o, r)
The model suggests that statistical discrimination is the mechanism generating the
empirical results when there is no difference in the marginal cost incurred by the
umpire for announcing out across racial groups (i.e., tW = tN W ), but there is a
difference in the perceived likelihood of a white or non-white batsman being out
- i.e., γ(W ) 6= γ(N W ). A racial difference in the likelihood of a decision being
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overturned could portray that one racial group is systematically more likely to have
out decisions made against them in cases where the true outcome is ambiguous.
Figure 5.4 depicts the scenario where the perceived probability that a white batsman
is out is greater than the perceived probability that a non-white batsman is out (i.e.,
γ(o, W ) > γ(o, N W )), regardless of the actual likelihood that either batsman is out.
For example, consider the hypothetical scenario where an umpire is unable to observe
whether the ball hit the edge of the batsman’s bat but the umpire does observe the
propensity of batsmen of either race to hit or not hit a delivery during the match. If
white batsmen have a higher propensity to hit the ball in an unambiguous decisionmaking environment then the white umpire may extrapolate his observations, and
develop the belief that white batsmen also have a higher propensity to hit the
ball in an ambiguous decision-making environment. Therefore, white umpires may
statistically discriminate against white batsmen, as white umpires believe that a
white batsman is more likely than a non-white batsman to have hit a delivery that
was caught on the fall by the bowling team. Figure 5.4 illustrates that a white
batsman has a higher likelihood than a non-white batsman of overturning a white
umpire’s decision when γ(o, W ) > γ(o, N W ). Figure 5.4 also indicates that the
white batsman should be more likely than the non-white batsman to appeal the
white umpire’s decisions. However, I do not believe that statistical discrimination
by white umpires is a convincing mechanism to explain the empirical results, as I
believe that highly skilled international umpires (i.e., umpires selected to be placed
onto the Elite Panel and International Panel) would be acutely aware of individual
batsman tendencies, and would not rely on the extrapolation of information to
generalize the actions of white and non-white batsmen as groups.
Notably, as players ability to appeal is constrained by the decision-making behaviour
of the umpire, statistical discrimination can be observed in the conditional
probability of overturned decisions if there exists an information asymmetry where
players fail to make utility maximizing decisions. For instance, there may be an
information asymmetry whose effect is that white and non-white batsmen have
different perceived probabilities that the umpire is correct when he calls a batsman
out. The group that systematically perceives a lower likelihood of the umpire being
incorrect will be more willing to appeal the decision, and will have lower success
in its appeals. In this way, an information asymmetry could induce the pattern of
unexpected bias in the review decision data. To show this formally, let b represent the
batsman, and u represents the umpire. For the same set of observable characteristics
there are different perceived likelihoods of being out across white and non-white
batsmen when γb (o, W ) 6= γb (o, N W ). It is plausible that batsmen have incomplete
information about the true outcome of a delivery because during a delivery batsmen
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Figure 5.4: Graphical depiction for range of γ(o, r) where I anticipate to
observe reviewed decisions when γ(o, W ) > γ(o, N W )
are physically active and are focused on several factors concurrently. If non-white
batsmen are systematically more optimistic than white batsmen that they are not
out following a delivery when there is incomplete information and the result is
ambiguous, then this is depicted as γb (o, W ) > γb (o, N W ). Note, that this greater
level of optimism by non-white batsmen could simply translate to white batsmen
being more realistic about their actual probability of being out after a delivery.
The umpires’ strict purpose is to evaluate every moment in the game, and their role is
to be the authority on enforcing the rules of the game. Therefore, it is plausible that
there exists an information asymmetry between the batsmen and umpires where, for
the most part, the umpires are better informed. This information asymmetry can
be depicted as a situation in which γb (o, r) 6= γu (o, r). In Figure 5.5 I consider the
match environment where white umpires have complete and accurate information on
γu (o, r), and white batsmen believe they are systematically more likely than nonwhite batsmen to be out (i.e., γb (o, W ) > γb (o, N W )). Figure 5.5 indicates that
there is no preference for white umpires to call out against white versus non-white
batsmen but there is a differential in the likelihood of white and non-white batsmen
appealing the white umpires’ decisions. In particular, Figure 5.5 illustrates that
white batsmen are more likely than non-white batsmen to overturn white umpires’
decisions. Figure 5.5 also indicates that white batsmen are less likely than non-
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white batsmen to appeal the white umpires’ decisions. For example, in Figure 5.5
I consider the scenario where both a white and non-white batsman have the same
likelihood of being out. The white umpire optimally chooses to call both the white
and non-white batsmen out but due to an information asymmetry only the non-white
batsman chooses to appeal the white umpire’s decision.

Figure 5.5: Graphical depiction for range of γ(o, r) where I anticipate to
observe reviewed decisions when umpires are perfectly informed on
γu (o, r), and γb (o, W ) > γb (o, N W )
To ensure that this model only accommodates for realistic outcomes I impose the
restriction that j(o, r) is non-decreasing in γb (o, r). It is counter-intuitive that a
batsman is less averse to challenging a white umpire’s decision when he is more
confident that he is out compared to another batsman who is less confident that he
is out. To demonstrate the purpose of this restriction in the context of the model,
consider the scenario where a white and a non-white batsman are adjudicated on
by a white umpire, and both batsmen have an equal likelihood of being out. Now
suppose that there exists an information asymmetry in which the white batsman
has a higher perceived probability of being out than the non-white batsman (i.e.,
γb (o, W ) > γb (o, N W )). The restriction I place on the model means that, given the
scenario considered above, it cannot be the case that the white batsman has a lower
aversion than the non-white batsman to challenging the white umpire’s decision
(i.e., j(o, W ) < j(o, N W )).
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The model can also be used to explain how the bowling team is responsive to the
umpire’s not out calls. Firstly, consider γ(o, r) to be the confidence that the umpire
has in his not out call. Using the framework presented in Equation 5.2, the bowling
team receives disutility of −j(o, r) from incorrectly challenging the umpire’s not
out call, and receives utility of v(o, r) for correctly challenging the umpire’s not
out call, where I redefine c such that c ∈ {out,not out} = {1, 0}. The umpire in
this scenario receives some marginal cost associated with reputation from telling
the bowling player that the batsman is not out. Therefore, the range of values of
γ(o, r) for which appealed decisions are anticipated to be observed is still given by
Equation 5.5.

5.2 Empirical results of the decision to appeal
In order to examine whether there is a systematic difference in the likelihood of
white versus non-white players requesting reviews from white umpires, consider a
more specific form of the random utility model presented in Equation 3.1, such that
the utility of the challenging player is as follows:
‘
‘
Uajuz = β0z + race‘au β1z + mfaj
β2z + te‘aju β3z + yearau
β4z + εajuz (5.6)

= x‘aju βz + εajuz
= Vajuz + εajuz
where z = {Appeal, Do not appeal}
Recall that ESP N cricif o.com does not indicate which umpire is the key decision
maker on any particular call at any given point in time. Therefore, to best capture
how the race-match between the umpire and the challenging player influences the
decision to appeal the umpire’s call, race represents the vector of dummy variables
for the race-match between the challenging player and both on-field umpires. As
in Equation 3.1, the vectors mf , te and year represent match factors, team fixed
effects and year fixed effects, respectively. Subscript a indexes decisions that can be
appealed, j indexes matches and u indexes umpires. The LPM, which I tabulate in
the main text, is written as follows:
‘
‘
appealaju = β0 + race‘au β1 + mfaj
β2 + te‘aju β3 + yearau
β4 + εaju

(5.7)

Where the binary dependent variable appeal takes a value of one if the player appeals
the umpire’s decision, and zero otherwise. Same as in Chapter 4, the restricted model
omits match factors, team fixed effects and year fixed effects, and the unrestricted
model includes the full set of controls.
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Tables 5.1 and 5.2 statistically compare the likelihood of white versus non-white
batsmen and bowlers requesting appeals, respectively. Table 5.1 shows that there is
no significant difference in the likelihood of requesting for appeal across white and
non-white batsmen for any potential constellation of umpire race. However, Table
5.2 shows that white bowlers are significantly more likely than non-white bowlers
to request for an appeal from two white umpires, at the 1% significance level.
The first and second columns of Table 5.3 estimate the likelihood of appeal by
the batting team for the restricted and unrestricted models, respectively. The
negative and statistically significant results on one white umpire, one non-white
umpire and a white batsman, and two non-white umpires and a white batsman
in Column 1, indicates that white batsmen are most likely to appeal the decisions
of two white umpires. In Column 2 of Table 5.3 the coefficient estimate on one
white umpire, one non-white umpire and a white batsman is still economically
and statistically significant at the 10% level. The coefficient estimate on two nonwhite umpires and a white batsman loses statistical significance but is still negative
and economically significant. The third and fourth columns of Table 5.3 estimate
the likelihood of appeal by the bowling team for the restricted and unrestricted
models, respectively. The restricted model’s results again demonstrate that nonwhite bowlers are significantly more likely than non-white bowlers, at the 1% level,
to challenge two white umpires. However, the estimate on two white umpires and
a non-white bowler is statistically insignificant, and about five times smaller in
magnitude when I move to the unrestricted model estimate where covariates are
controlled for.
The statistical comparison and regression results indicate that the loss aversion
mechanism is unlikely to be occurring for batsmen, as there is no statistical difference
in the propensity of white and non-white batsmen to request appeals for any
potential constellation of umpire race (Table 5.1), and white batsmen appear to
have a preference for appealing the decisions of two white umpires (Columns 1 and
2 of Table 5.3). The loss aversion mechanism postulated could be occurring for
white bowlers, as white bowlers are significantly more likely than non-white bowlers
to request for an appeal from two white umpires, shown in Table 5.2 and Column 3 of
Table 5.3. However, the loss aversion mechanism would require a white bowler to be
more likely to request for appeal not unconditionally, but conditional on observable
factors hence requiring an examination of regression coefficients. Conditional on a
full set of controls, there is no evidence that the white bowler is less likely to request
for an appeal, shown in Column 4 of Table 5.3. Therefore, if the distribution of
γ(o, r) for two white umpires is the same across white and non-white players, and
if there is no evidence of taste-based discrimination (i.e., tW = tN W ) then the loss
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aversion story is not upheld by the results for bowlers.
An alternative mechanism could be that there is some difference in how white
and non-white players perceive the reliability of the signal of the correct call. If
a non-white player systematically views a white umpire to be less accurate than the
white player perceives him to be (i.e., γb (o, W ) > γb (o, N W )), then if the lower and
upper threshold values from Equation 5.5 are the same, and observable factors are
controlled for, a white player should be less likely to request for appeals. However,
estimates from the unrestricted model for the decision to appeal by the batting and
bowling teams, shown in the second and fourth columns of Table 5.3 respectively,
show that there is no statistically significant difference in the likelihood of white and
non-white players appealing the decision of two white umpires. Therefore, statistical
discrimination from the perceived reliability of signals for white versus non-white
players (i.e., γb (o, W ) > γb (o, N W )) is not the sole contributor to the unexpected
bias in overturned decisions.
Taste-based discrimination means that the cost to a white umpire of calling out
against a batsman or not out against a bowler is different depending on the race
of the player. Since white batsmen and bowlers are both more likely to have
their appeals against white umpires upheld, for taste-based discrimination to lie
behind this finding it must be the case that the white umpire experiences a lower
reputational cost to making a decision against white players (i.e., tN W > tW ).
Therefore, the numerator on the expression for the lower bound threshold value
of Equation 5.5,
tr + 1
,
2
is lower for a white challenging player than for a non-white challenging player. If
the upper threshold value of Equation 5.5 is the same, and γ(o, r) takes the same
distribution for white and non-white players, then it is anticipated that white players
should have a higher likelihood of appealing white umpires’ decisions than non-white
players. However, the empirical results, shown in Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, show no
statistical evidence that white players appeal more regularly than non-white players.
Therefore, the unexpected bias in overturned decisions is not entirely determined
by taste-based discrimination.
Individual consideration of each plausible mechanism that could explain the
unexpected bias in overturned decisions failed to explain that there is no statistically
significant difference in the propensity of white and non-white players to appeal
umpires’ decisions when I control for covariates. However, it is possible to explain
that there is no statistical difference in the likelihood of white versus non-white
players appealing umpires’ decisions when I consider these plausible mechanisms
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concurrently. Figure 5.6 illustrates the possible combinations of loss aversion,
statistical discrimination, and taste-based discrimination that could result in no
statistical difference in the propensity of white versus non-white players to appeal
umpires’ decisions, and could explain the unexpected bias in overturned decisions.
Interestingly, through the lens of the model developed in Section 5.1 the phenomenon
observed in the empirical results can only be explained if taste-based discrimination
exists. Therefore, I believe that the reputational concerns of white umpires being
labelled as racially biased explains the higher probability of white umpires’ decisions
being overturned by white players.
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Table 5.1: Batting team’s decision to appeal the umpire’s decision in test matches
2 white umpires

Appeal decision
N
∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗

1 white umpire

White batsman Non-white batsman T-stat
0.15
0.16
0.43
601
573
1174

p < 0.01,

∗∗∗

White batsman
0.11
782

Non-white batsman
0.14
486

2 non-white umpires
T-stat
1.59
1268

White batsman
0.10
283

Non-white batsman
0.12
74

T-stat
0.45
357

p < 0.001
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Table 5.2: Bowling team’s decision to appeal the umpire’s decision in test matches
2 white umpires

Appeal decision
N
∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗

White batsman
0.0029
36283

p < 0.01,

∗∗∗

p < 0.001

Non-white bowler
0.0041
29246

1 white umpire
T-stat
2.58∗∗
65529

White bowler
0.0028
46027

Non-white bowler
0.0035
27722

2 non-white umpires
T-stat
1.69
73749

White bowler
0.0029
17722

Non-white bowler
0.0033
3888

T-stat
0.46
21610

Table 5.3: Determinants of the decision to appeal the umpire’s call:
OLS results
Batting team
appeal

Bowling team
appeal

2 white umpires &
non-white challenger

(1)
Reduced
0.00906
(0.0228)

(2)
Full
-0.00170
(0.0338)

(3)
Reduced
0.00121∗∗∗
(0.000375)

1 white umpire &
white challenger

-0.0423∗∗
(0.0185)

-0.0329∗
(0.0181)

-0.0000912 -0.000113
(0.000329) (0.000359)

1 white umpire &
non-white challenger

-0.0119
(0.0202)

-0.0156
(0.0307)

0.000641+
(0.000404)

2 non-white umpires &
white challenger

-0.0473∗
(0.0264)

-0.0354
(0.0274)

-0.0000161 -0.000180
(0.000361) (0.000465)

2 non-white umpires &
non-white challenger

-0.0281
(0.0326)

-0.0338
(0.0449)

0.000450
(0.000444)

-0.000485
(0.000882)

Constant

0.150∗∗∗
(0.0131)

0.177∗∗∗
(0.0450)

0.00289∗∗∗
(0.000190)

0.00807∗∗∗
(0.00137)

Batting team FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

Bowling team FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

Year FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

Match factors
Observations

No
2799

Yes
2799

No
160888

Yes
160881

R2

0.004

0.022

0.000

0.001

The dependent variable is the dummy for an appealed decision
Standard errors clustered at the match level in parentheses
+ p < 0.15,

∗

p < 0.10,

∗∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗∗

p < 0.01
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(4)
Full
0.000201
(0.000591)

-0.000339
(0.000591)

(a) Reviewed decisions when umpires are perfectly informed on γu (o, r),
γb (o, W ) > γb (o, N W ) and tN W > tW

(b) Reviewed decisions when batsmen and umpires are perfectly informed
on γ(o, r), j(o, W ) > j(o, N W ) and tN W > tW

(c) Reviewed decisions when umpires are perfectly informed on γu (o, r),
γb (o, W ) > γb (o, N W ), j(o, W ) > j(o, N W ) and tN W > tW

Figure 5.6: Graphical depiction for range of γ(o, r) where I anticipate to
observe reviewed decisions, which result in outcomes that correspond
with the empirical results
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Chapter 6
Robustness of results

The model and empirical results from Chapter 4 are consistent with a state of the
world in which white umpires have reputational concerns, and as a result are biased
against white batsmen and bowlers. The model and empirical results in Chapter
5 suggest that the patterns observed in the data - namely, the higher likelihood of
white umpires’ calls being overturned when the challenge is brought by white, as
opposed to non-white, players - cannot alternatively be explained by loss aversion
or statistical discrimination alone. Instead, the same likelihood of white and nonwhite players requesting a review of a white umpire’s call indicates that reputational
concerns are part of the mechanism that determines the bias observed. Taken as
a whole, these findings begin to build a consistent picture. However, the patterns
of bias have not been more deeply explored, to see if there are particular traits or
trends that are driving the empirical results.
To this point, the reputational concerns of all umpires across all matches have
been assumed to be homogeneous. However, reputational concerns may manifest
themselves in different ways across umpires and matches. The LBW decision has
already been mentioned as a difficult decision type for umpires, meaning the degree of
ambiguity in an LBW call is likely to be high. The reputational concerns mechanism
suggests that moments of high ambiguity in a high-pressure and time-poor setting
are the main driver of umpires disclosing their biased preferences. Therefore, I will
attempt to determine whether LBW decisions are the primary setting in which bias
is observed, in line with what the reputational concerns mechanism would suggest,
or if instead the bias is spread more homogeneously through potential decision types.

The model specifications up to this point have failed to account for the possibility
that the bias observed could be driven disproportionately by certain matches or
umpires. To examine this possibility, I consider a series of match and umpire fixed
effects models to ascertain where the bias is coming from. Individual umpires may
be more affected by the external pressures of reputational concerns than others.
Also, in some matches the umpires may be more cognizant of racial dynamics, as
the racial tensions in cricket are made more salient within the match.
Finally, the models used up to this point have been used to predict binary dependent
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variables. However, the decision of the umpire and the challenging player do not
occur in isolation of one another. The decision tree depicted in Figure 3.2 shows that
the player is entirely responsive to the umpire’s decision. To try to accommodate
this facet of how the DRS is implemented, I consider a mixed logit set up that
attempts to better capture the complete multi-player decision profile.

6.1 Analysis of LBW decisions alone
If white umpires were to disclose their bias against white batsmen mainly in the
context of relatively ambiguous LBW decisions as opposed to when calling out
after other types of attempted dismissals, it is expected that white umpires would
more readily call LBW decisions against white batsmen than against non-white
batsmen. In the ball-by-ball comments web scraped from ESP N cricinf o.com, the
commentary directly indicates whether the umpire has called the batsman out by
LBW. However, the individual umpire who calls out (or not out) is not reported
unless an appeal is made. Using this data, I generated a binary variable taking a
value of one if the umpire called the batsman out by LBW, and zero otherwise.
Table 6.1 illustrates the differences in LBW decisions against white and non-white
batsmen for pairs of umpires of different races, when I look only at out calls where
the batting team had review decisions remaining. The mean proportion of LBW calls
is larger for non-white batsmen across all potential racial pairings of umpires, but
only the difference in the proportion between white and non-white batsmen when
both umpires are white is statistically significant. Therefore, it does not appear
to be the case that white umpires are more willing to call white players out by
LBW. However, it may be that non-white batsmen are systematically more likely
than white batsmen to be in a precarious LBW situation, as suggested in Section
5.1 where I considered the possibility of a systematic difference in the degree of
ambiguity of calls across white and non-white batsmen for reasons like systematic
differences in the height of white and non-white players.
Table 6.3 shows the LPM results of a regression including the suite of racial pairing
variables, where I am predicting the binary dependent variable of whether an LBW
decision was overturned on appeal. Only appealed decisions are included, so the
exact umpire who made the initial decision is known and his race measured. Table
6.4 then shows the same regression but with the dummy race variables considering
the racial pairing between the batsman and both on-field umpires. The first columns
of Tables 6.3 and 6.4 illustrate the coefficient estimates on the race dummy variables
only considering LBW decisions that have been appealed by the batting team.
Again, the excluded case is that of a white umpire(s) and a white challenging player.
The estimate on the dummy variables indicating a white umpire and a non-white
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batsman (from Table 6.3), and two white umpires and a non-white batsman (from
Table 6.4) are negative and large in magnitude. However, both of the estimates are
statistically insignificant at conventional levels, and as a result there is insufficient
evidence to conclude that the white umpire’s bias is manifested mainly in his LBW
decisions. Interestingly, in Table 6.4 both of the dummy variables indicating one
white umpire and one non-white umpire are statistically significant (at least at the
15% significance level) and negative, and the estimates on two non-white umpires
are statistically insignificant and small in economic magnitude. These results may
suggest that the combination of one white and one non-white umpire generates
better decision-making outcomes for LBW decisions.
The method used to generate a dummy indicating a possible dismissal via LBW that
would benefit the bowling team is more complex. In the ball-by-ball commentary,
the commentator will provide context and his opinion of each delivery. In this
short commentary the commentator will often mention if he personally thinks the
bowling team has reason to believe that the batsman should be out by LBW. Using
this subjective measure of the type of hoped-for dismissal, I define potential LBW
decisions for the bowling team as instances where the commentator has mentioned
LBW in his commentary but the umpire has not called the batsman out by LBW.
Therefore, the binary LBW variable takes a value of one if the commentator mentions
LBW and the batsman is not called out by LBW, and zero otherwise. The statistics
in Table 6.2 show that non-white bowlers are significantly more likely than white
bowlers to find themselves facing potential LBW decisions when adjudicated upon
by two white umpires. I am interested in determining whether this higher likelihood
of facing potential LBW decisions for non-white bowlers translates into a significant
difference between white and non-white bowlers in the likelihood of appeals on
potential LBW decisions being overturned.
The second columns of Tables 6.3 and 6.4 show the coefficient estimates on the
race dummy variables when I predict the likelihood of potential LBW decisions,
defined as described above, being overturned when the bowling team requests the
appeal. The estimate on the dummy indicating a white umpire and a non-white
bowler from Table 6.3 is economically significant, meaning that a review by a
non-white bowler on the decision of a white umpire is about 17 percentage points
less likely to be overturned than a review by a white bowler on the decision of a
white umpire. This result is statistically significant at the 5% level. Furthermore,
the estimate on the dummy indicating a non-white umpire and a white bowler
is negative, economically significant and statistically significant at the 15% level.
The coefficient estimate in Table 6.4 on the dummy indicating two white umpires
and a non-white bowler is statistically significant at the 5% level and has a large
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economic significance, indicating that a non-white bowler is 19 percentage points
less likely than a white bowler to have his LBW appeal upheld when facing two
white umpires. This coefficient estimate is larger than the corresponding estimate
on the dummy indicating two white umpires and a non-white bowler for both the
restricted and unrestricted model in Table 4.4, where all decisions appealed by the
bowling team, rather than hopeful LBW dismissals, were considered. Therefore,
the significance and economic magnitude of the estimates describing white umpires’
decision-making behaviour across white and non-white bowlers may suggest that
white umpires preferentially disclose their bias against white bowlers particularly in
the ambiguous setting of potential LBW decisions.
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Table 6.1: LBW decisions made against the batting team
2 white umpires
White batsman
LBW
0.14
N
601
∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗

p < 0.01,

∗∗∗

Non-white batsman
0.20
573

1 white umpire
T-stat
2.78∗∗
1174

White batsman
0.13
782

Non-white batsman
0.17
486

2 non-white umpires
T-stat
1.89
1268

White batsman
0.10
283

Non-white batsman
0.15
74

T-stat
1.18
357

p < 0.001

Table 6.2: Potential LBW opportunities for the bowling team
2 white umpires

2 non-white umpires
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White bowler

Non-white bowler

T-stat

White bowler

Non-white bowler

T-stat

White bowler

Non-white bowler

T-stat

0.0060
36283

0.0083
29246

3.44∗∗∗
65529

0.0059
46027

0.0053
27722

1.34
1179

0.0062
17722

0.0062
3888

0.02
21610

LBW
N
∗

1 white umpire

p < 0.05,

∗∗

p < 0.01,

∗∗∗

p < 0.001

Table 6.3: Appeal of LBW decisions: OLS results
Batting team appeal
(1)
White umpire &
-0.0704
non-white challenger
(0.0594)

Bowling team appeal
(2)
-0.173∗∗
(0.0689)

Non-white umpire &
white challenger

-0.0408
(0.0557)

-0.126+
(0.0761)

Non-white umpire &
non-white challenger

0.0423
(0.0885)

-0.0341
(0.105)

Constant

0.246∗∗∗
(0.0546)
272

0.375∗∗∗
(0.0715)
234

0.010

0.027

Observations
R2

The dependent variable is the dummy for an overturned decision
Standard errors clustered at the match level in parentheses
+ p < 0.15,

∗

p < 0.10,

∗∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗∗

p < 0.01
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Table 6.4: Appeal of LBW decisions considering the races of both
on-field umpires: OLS results
Batting team appeal
(1)
-0.103
(0.0822)

Bowling team appeal
(2)
-0.192∗∗
(0.0847)

1 white umpire &
white challenger

-0.142∗∗
(0.0673)

-0.0659
(0.0980)

1 white umpire &
non-white challenger

-0.111+
(0.0753)

-0.0579
(0.0869)

2 non-white umpires &
white challenger

-0.0183
(0.0862)

-0.114
(0.117)

2 non-white umpires &
non-white challenger

0.0877
(0.149)

-0.0893
(0.147)

Constant

0.246∗∗∗
(0.0546)
272

0.375∗∗∗
(0.0715)
234

0.025

0.023

2 white umpires &
non-white challenger

Observations
R2

The dependent variable is the dummy for an overturned decision
Standard errors clustered at the match level in parentheses
+ p < 0.15,

∗

p < 0.10,

∗∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗∗

p < 0.01
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6.2 Analysis within matches and umpires
A major feature of my data that I have eluded to through notation but not yet
directly addressed is that there is an inherent panel structure. Multiple appeal
observations occur within matches, and many appeals are made against individual
umpires across multiple matches. It is reasonable to conjecture, for example, that
the racial bias effect found could be driven by strong effects in a subset of matches
where racial tensions were particularly high. Similarly, it may be the case that a
small handful of white umpires are fixated on reputational concerns and they are
generating the bias observed. To adjust the model to correct for these potential
effects, I turn to a model specification that allows for unobserved effects. Consider
the following model:

‘
overturniju = β0 + race‘iu β1 + mfij‘ β2 + te‘iju β3 + yeariu
β4 + δj + µu + αi + εiju (6.1)

Here, αi represents unobserved effects specific to each individual appeal. The vectors
race, mf , te and year are again the racial pairing dummy variables, match factors,
team fixed effects and year fixed effects, respectively. The symbols δj and µu
represent the vector of match and umpire fixed effects.
A random effects model can accommodate the panel structure of the data set whilst
requiring the unobserved appeal effect, αi , to be distributed independently of the
regressors. The random effects specification assumes both the idiosyncratic error
term εiju , and the unobserved appeal effects are independently and identically
distributed. Hence, for the random effects model to compute unbiased coefficient
estimates it must hold that the unobserved appeal effects are uncorrelated with
the independent variables, such that Cov(αi , Xiju ) = 0, where Xiju represents the
full matrix of covariates. This is a highly restrictive assumption in the case of
revealed preference cricket data as it seems highly likely that unobserved random
effects would be correlated with the observed variables in the model. For example,
the unobserved appeal effect may be highly correlated with individual team effects
because some teams may have a greater propensity to be involved in close matches.
Therefore, I do not proceed in estimating a random effects model.
A fixed effects model is preferred to a random effects model because the fixed effects
model explores the panel structure of the data set whilst allowing the unobserved individual appeal effect to take some constant value across the dimensions considered.
Therefore, with the fixed effects model I am not concerned about generating invalid
coefficient estimates due to the violation of the assumption that Cov(αi , Xiju ) = 0. I
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specify an LPM with fixed effects to control for fixed heterogeneity in the proclivity of
individual umpires to have their decisions overturned during the period considered,
and in the behaviour umpires exhibit across matches. Failure to account for fixed
effects that are correlated with explanatory variables could generate biased OLS
estimates.
The set of decisions reviewed by the batting team are made over 90 test matches
and 22 umpires. The first column of Table 6.5 replicates the results of the restricted
model shown in Column 3 of Table 4.1, to provide a point of comparison. The second
and third columns report specifications with match fixed effects, added to control for
fixed heterogeneity in the likelihood of umpires’ decisions being overturned across
matches. The coefficient estimates reported in the second column are from the model
that includes the race dummy variables and match fixed effects only. Interestingly,
the estimate on the dummy indicating a white umpire and a non-white batsman are
identical to three significant figures, in the match fixed effects model (in Column
2 of Table 6.5) and the restricted model (in Column 1 of Table 6.5), indicating
that a non-white batsman is about 16 percentage points less likely than a white
batsman to have his appeal upheld when the decision is handed down by a white
umpire. Further comparison between the estimates in Columns 1 and 2 of Table
6.5, shows that in Column 2 the coefficient estimate on the dummy indicating a
white umpire and a non-white batsman is significant at a lower significance level
(10% significance level), and the estimates on the indicator variables of a non-white
umpire in Column 2 are opposite in sign and larger in absolute magnitude compared
to Column 1. However, both results on the dummy variables for a non-white umpire
are statistically insignificant in both models. The unrestricted model with match
fixed effects shown in Column 3 of Table 6.5, reports an estimate on the dummy
for a white umpire and a non-white batsman which indicates that a non-white
batsman is about 24 percentage points less likely than a white batsman to have his
appeal upheld when appealing the decision of a white umpire. This result is only
statistically significant at the 15% level. Note, that the model with match fixed
effects is unable to report bowling team fixed effects because once the batting team
is controlled for, the match dummy will perfectly predict the bowling team, and
hence there is perfect collinearity. Similarly, each match occurs within a discrete
year, so the match fixed effect is perfectly collinear with the year fixed effect, which
therefore also must be omitted from the match fixed effects specifications.
The fourth and fifth columns of Table 6.5 consider model specifications that include
umpire fixed effects. Therefore, these models control for heterogeneity in the
likelihood of individual umpires to have their decisions overturned. Surprisingly, the
coefficient estimate in the fourth column, for the model with race dummy variables
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and umpire fixed effects only, is again the exact same value as the restricted model
estimate in Column 1, to three significant figures, and is also statistically significant
at the 5% level. The coefficient estimates on the dummy variables for a non-white
umpire are notably large and positive in this specification. The estimate on the
indicator of a non-white umpire and a non-white batsman is statistically significant
at the 5% significance level. This suggests the existence of considerable heterogeneity
in non-white umpires’ decision-making behaviour, and that the exclusion of umpire
fixed effects in previous models was heavily downward biasing the non-white umpire
race dummy variable coefficients. However, with the inclusion of more covariates
in Column 5 of Table 6.5, the estimates on the non-white umpire variables are
similarly large but are no longer statistically significant given the large increase in
the standard errors of the estimates. The unrestricted model with umpire fixed
effects, shown in the fifth column of Table 6.5, also demonstrates that a non-white
batsman is 24 percentage points less likely than a white batsman to have his appeal
upheld when he challenges a white umpire and this result is significant at the 10%
level, a similar finding to the corresponding estimate from the unrestricted model
with match fixed effects.
The sixth and seventh columns of Table 6.5 report the results of running the
restricted and unrestricted models, respectively, with both match and umpire fixed
effects. These specifications control for fixed heterogeneity that may exist across
matches and also across umpires. The estimate in Column 6 on the indicator of a
white umpire and a non-white batsman is economically significant, and statistically
significant at the 5% level. The result implies that a non-white batsman is about
19 percentage points less likely than a white batsman to have his appeal upheld if
adjudicated upon by a white umpire. Since the average likelihood of a batsman’s
appeal being upheld is about 31%, there is approximately a 60% change from the
mean in the likelihood of a white umpire’s decision being overturned when the
batsman is a different race. The coefficient estimates on the indicator variables
for a non-white umpire are again economically significant and positive, but they
are statistically insignificant with large standard errors. The unrestricted model
including both match and umpire fixed effects, shown in Column 7 of Table 6.5,
shows that a non-white batsman is about 28 percentage points less likely than
a white batsman to overturn the decision of a white umpire, a result that is
statistically significant at the 10% level. This estimate represents a massive 90%
change compared to the mean likelihood of a batsman’s appeal being upheld. The
large magnitude of this estimate on the indicator of a white umpire and a non-white
batsman in the unrestricted model with umpire and match fixed effects is interpreted
with caution because of the unusually small magnitude of the estimates on the non-
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white umpire variables, and the model specification does not have enough degrees
of freedom to identify a statistically significant constant estimate. However, the
finding that the estimate on the dummy for a white umpire and a non-white batsman
remains statistically significant, and becomes more negative with an extensive set of
fixed effects and controls, does underscore the apparent racial bias of white umpire’s
against white batsmen.
Turning now to the data on decisions appealed by the bowling team, these data span
95 test matches and 23 umpires. The first column of Table 6.6 reports the same
restricted LPM coefficient estimates of decisions reviewed by the bowling team as
shown in Column 3 of Table 4.3. The second and third columns of Table 6.6 then
report the results of the restricted and unrestricted models when I include match
fixed effects. In the restricted model with match fixed effects in the second column,
all of the race dummy variables are statistically significant at least at the 10% level,
and the estimates are more negative than the restricted model replicated in Column
1. The race variable estimates are all even more negative in the unrestricted model
with match fixed effects shown in Column 3. However, now the estimate on the
indicator of a white umpire and a non-white bowler is only statistically significant
at the 15% level.
The fourth and fifth columns of Table 6.6 present the results of the restricted and
unrestricted models, respectively, when I include umpire fixed effects. Compared
to the match fixed effects models, the estimates on the indicator of a white umpire
and a non-white bowler are similar in magnitude and statistical significance for both
the restricted and unrestricted models. However, the most interesting result from
these umpire fixed effects specifications is that both of the estimates for non-white
umpires are negative and three times as large as the corresponding estimates from the
restricted model estimates in Column 1. The non-white umpire coefficient estimates
for the restricted model with umpire fixed effects are both statistically significant at
the 1% level, and indicate that non-white umpires, when challenged by either white
or non-white bowlers, are about 31 percentage points less likely to be overturned
than a white umpire adjudicating on a white bowler. The average likelihood of a
bowling team’s appeal being upheld in a test match is about 23%. Therefore, the
estimates in the fourth column of Table 6.6 suggest that there is 135% change from
the mean likelihood of an umpire’s decision being overturned, when a non-white
umpire makes a not out call compared to a white umpire making a not out call
against a white bowler, once I control for the fixed heterogeneity in the proclivity to
have decisions overturned across umpires. This is a massively significant economic
effect, and indicates that failure to account for umpire fixed effects will generate
upwards biased estimates for the likelihood that a non-white umpire’s decision is
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overturned. In the unrestricted model with umpire fixed effects shown in Column
5 the estimates on the non-white umpire dummy variables are much smaller in
economic magnitude, and lose a lot of statistical significance. Therefore, while the
results for non-white umpires from the restricted model with umpire fixed effects
are exceptionally interesting, they are not robust to changes in the specification of
the model.
The sixth and seventh columns of Table 6.6, present the estimates from the restricted
and unrestricted models, respectively, including both match and umpire fixed effects.
In these models, the estimates on the non-white umpire indicators, whilst large, are
statistically insignificant, with large standard errors in both columns. The estimate
on the indicator of a white umpire and a non-white bowler is negative, economically
significant, and statistically significant at the 5% level in the restricted model with
match and umpire fixed effects. The economic magnitude increases slightly, and
the statistical significance drops with the inclusion of other covariates in Column
7. Therefore, for both batting and bowling teams, I find convincing evidence
that the unexpected bias I observe in white umpire decision making is robust to
fixed heterogeneity in the proclivity of individual umpires to have their decisions
overturned during the period considered, and in the decision-making behaviour
umpires exhibit across matches.
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Table 6.5: Decisions reviewed by the batting team: including match and
umpire fixed effects
Reduced

Match

Umpire

Match and umpire

White umpire &
non-white batsman

(1)
-0.158∗∗
(0.0620)

(2)
-0.158∗
(0.0807)

(3)
-0.238+
(0.151)

(4)
(5)
(6)
∗∗
∗
-0.158
-0.238
-0.186∗∗
(0.0673) (0.132) (0.0838)

(7)
-0.284∗
(0.170)

Non-white umpire &
white batsman

-0.0406
(0.0711)

0.0805
(0.0981)

0.0628
(0.113)

0.194
(0.143)

0.194
(0.229)

0.162
(0.257)

0.00783
(0.292)

Non-white umpire &
non-white batsman

-0.0599
(0.0845)

0.0992
(0.114)

0.0491
(0.163)

0.147∗∗
0.149
(0.0709) (0.211)

0.145
(0.216)

-0.00251
(0.278)

Constant

0.383∗∗∗
(0.0449)

0.346∗∗∗
(0.0460)

0.204
(0.183)

0.353∗∗∗ 0.350+
(0.0709) (0.211)

0.315∗∗∗
(0.104)

0.168
(0.211)

Match FE

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Umpire FE

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Batting team FE

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Bowling team FE

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Year FE

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Match factors
Observations

No
370

No
370

Yes
370

No
370

Yes
370

No
370

Yes
370

0.022

0.029

0.105

0.074

0.144

0.071

0.150

R2

The dependent variable is the dummy for an overturned decision
Standard errors clustered at the match level in parentheses
+ p < 0.15,

∗

p < 0.10,

∗∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗∗

p < 0.01
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Table 6.6: Decisions reviewed by the bowling team: including match
and umpire fixed effects
Reduced

Match

White umpire &
non-white bowler

(1)
-0.107∗∗
(0.0458)

(2)
(3)
∗
-0.109
-0.132+
(0.0575) (0.0873)

(4)
-0.0941∗
(0.0503)

(5)
-0.137+
(0.0894)

(6)
-0.127∗∗
(0.0614)

(7)
-0.147+
(0.0950)

Non-white umpire &
white bowler

-0.0914∗
(0.0469)

-0.130∗∗ -0.137∗∗ -0.313∗∗∗
(0.0563) (0.0567) (0.0821)

-0.202+
(0.130)

-0.178
(0.190)

-0.152
(0.190)

Non-white umpire &
non-white bowler

-0.103+
(0.0623)

-0.149∗
(0.0850)

-0.191∗
(0.101)

-0.314∗∗∗
(0.0563)

-0.244∗
(0.123)

-0.207
(0.174)

-0.209
(0.193)

Constant

0.296∗∗∗
(0.0327)

0.312∗∗∗
(0.0327)

0.201∗
(0.120)

0.314∗∗∗
(0.0563)

0.293∗∗
(0.142)

0.330∗∗∗
(0.102)

0.207
(0.163)

Match FE

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Umpire FE

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Batting team FE

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Bowling team FE

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Year FE

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Match factors
Observations

No
515

No
515

Yes
515

No
515

Yes
515

No
515

Yes
515

0.013

0.013

0.044

0.051

0.098

0.051

0.083

R2

Umpire

The dependent variable is the dummy for an overturned decision
Standard errors clustered at the match level in parentheses
+ p < 0.15,

∗

p < 0.10,

∗∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗∗

p < 0.01
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Match and umpire

6.3 Accounting for multi-player decision profile
A mixed logit estimation framework allows me to better capture the decision profile
of the umpire and the challenging player. A mixed logit model can also account for
taste-based heterogeneity across umpires in the way out (or not out) decisions are
made, and across players in how they choose to challenge these decisions.
For the purpose of analysis I will consider each decision arm of the tree branching
for the umpire’s original decision to call out or not out as depicted in Figure 6.1.
After the umpire announces out, the batsman chooses to appeal the decision or not.
Similarly, if the umpire announces not out, the bowling team then decides to appeal
that decision or not. I only consider those calls where the batting or bowling team,
as appropriate to the type of call, has review opportunities remaining. When the
player the decision is made against chooses not to appeal, then the call stands and
this is a degenerate arm of the decision tree. When the player challenges the appeal,
then the DRS is implemented, and a more objective measure of the true outcome
becomes available.

Umpire’s call

Appeal
S
DR w
ie
rev

Do not appeal
DR
rev S
iew

Out

Not out

Figure 6.1: Challenging player’s decision to appeal the umpire’s call

The alternative specific constants (ASCs), which represent the potential outcomes
that can be realized after an umpire’s call, are the decision is appealed and the DRS
determines whether the appeal is upheld or struck down, or the player chooses to
not appeal the decision. For a batsman, the ideal outcome from his appeal is that
the DRS finds that he is not out. Therefore, ‘appealed and not out’ corresponds
to the situation in which the batsman’s appeal is upheld (the umpire’s decision is
overturned), and ‘appealed and out’ is the outcome in which the batsman’s appeal
is struck down (the umpire’s decision is not overturned). Conversely, the bowling
team’s desired outcome from an appeal is to find that the batsman is out. Hence,
‘appealed and out’ is when the bowling team’s appeal is upheld (the umpire’s
decision is overturned), and ‘appealed and not out’ is when the bowling team’s
appeal is struck down (the umpire’s decision is not overturned).
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From the decision tree in Figure 6.1 it is evident that the player’s choice to appeal
the decision is a hurdle to realizing the outcome of a review, since reviews are
not conducted for decisions that are not appealed. The mixed logit framework
controls for the likelihood that an individual chooses to not appeal the umpire’s
decision, when attempting to isolate the effect that race has on umpire decisionmaking outcomes after an appeal has been made. Since the decision to not appeal
is a degenerate arm, this option will be treated as the base option to the mixed logit
model.
Recall that the mixed logit model is given by Equation 3.3, which I re-write here:
Uajuh = µ0ajh + race‘au µ1h + εajuh ;

µ0ajh = µ0h + ηajh

= µ0h + ηajh + race‘au µ1h + εajuh
= µ0h + race‘au µ1h + uajuh
where h = {Appeal upheld, Appeal struck down, Do not appeal}
The mixed logit model does not require the independence of irrelevant alternatives
assumption as it allows for flexible substitution patterns across the ASCs. The
model’s ability to accommodate for flexible substitution patterns across the ASCs
means that information concerning the variance in the probability of realizing
potential outcomes is captured in the error term. To identify this information in the
error term the mixed logit is estimated with an unrestricted covariance matrix. The
information contained in the error term can then be used to estimate the standard
deviation on the ASCs,1 which assists in identifying the level of heterogeneity in
preferences for alternative outcomes.2 I expect that umpires should exhibit more
variability in calling players out because out decisions are far less frequent than not
out decisions, and out decisions are instrumental in determining the winner of the
match.
Table 6.7 reports the coefficient estimates on the race dummy variables, the
unrestricted covariance matrix values, and the standard error estimates on the
outcomes of ‘appealed and out’ and ‘appealed and not out’. The regression is limited
to considering the racial pairing between the challenging player and both on-field
umpires because all calls rather than only appealed calls are used in the estimation.
Again, the setting of two white umpires and a white challenging player is used as
the base race category. The mixed logit regression includes no other covariates as
there is no variance in independent variables across the potential outcomes at the
√
The standard deviation on√‘appealed and out’ equals v11, and the standard deviation on
‘appealed and not out’ equals v21 + v22.
2
For a more thorough exposition of mixed logit models please refer back to pages 24-26 of
Section 3.2.
1
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point of the umpire’s call, and my primary concern is determining whether there is a
differential in the umpire’s decision-making behaviour across races when the choice
to appeal is controlled for.
The first column of Table 6.7 shows the mixed logit output for decisions against
batsmen. The estimates on ‘appealed and out’ and ‘appealed and not out’ are
both statistically significant at the 1% level, large, and negative, meaning that the
batsman is much less likely to appeal a decision than to not appeal. This is intuitive
given that the umpire is expected to be skilled at his profession, and many out
calls are obviously correct (for example, when a delivery knocks the bails off of
the wicket). The estimate on the indicator of two white umpires and a non-white
batsman is statistically significant at the 5% level, and positive for the ‘appealed and
out’ outcome. This means that after controlling for the difference in the likelihood
of batsmen of different races appealing the umpire’s decision and being struck down,
as opposed to not appealing the decision, a non-white batsman is still significantly
more likely to have his appeal struck down than a white batsman, when facing two
white umpires. The estimates for all of the race dummy variables for ‘appealed
and not out’ are economically significant and negative. Furthermore, all of the
estimates, except for the indicator of two non-white umpires and a white batsman,
are statistically significant at least at the 10% significance level. Therefore, there
is substantial evidence that upheld appeals are more likely for white batsmen when
appealing against two white umpires than for any other race-match scenario, except
two non-white umpires and a white batsman. The standard deviation estimate
on ‘appealed and out’ is statistically significant, indicating that there is significant
heterogeneity in how umpires make decisions in this environment. However, the
estimate is small enough to indicate that the estimate on ‘appealed and out’ is
statistically different from zero at conventional significance levels.
The coefficient estimates reported from the mixed logit model are individually
interesting but I am more concerned about interpreting what these estimates in
combination indicate about the likelihood of an umpire’s decision being overturned.
Fortunately, the mixed logit framework allows for a simple linear combination of
estimates to indicate whether the racial pairing of two white umpires and a white
batsman is a setting significantly more likely to generate an overturn than other
combinations. Table 6.8 reports the coefficient estimates for ‘appealed and out’ and
‘appealed and not out’, in the first and second columns. The third column of Table
6.8 then reports a linear combination of these estimates with standard errors. In
particular, the third column shows the effects of each race dummy on the likelihood
of the ‘appealed and not out’ outcome minus the ‘appealed and out’ outcome, which
illustrates the likelihood of the umpires’ decision being overturned after a batsman’s
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appeal relative to the base scenario of two white umpires and a white batsman.
All of the estimates in the third column are negative, indicating that in the setting
of two white umpires and a white batsman is more likely to generate an overturn
than other racial pairings. These results are statistically significant at the 10%
level for both instances of one white umpire and one non-white umpire, which may
suggest that a split of the umpires’ races is beneficial to achieving accurate outcomes
regardless of the batsman’s race. Both estimates corresponding to two non-white
umpires are relatively smaller and are statistically insignificant. The economically
large and negative estimate on the indicator of two white umpires and a non-white
batsman, which is statistically significant at the 1% level, reaffirms the racial bias
of white umpires against white batsman, the left-out race setting.
The second column of Table 6.7 demonstrates the mixed logit parameter estimates
for decisions made against the bowling team. The negative estimates on both
‘appealed and out’ and ‘appealed and not out’ are over double the magnitude of
the batting team corresponding estimates, and are also statistically significant at
the 1% level. This indicates that the bowling team is far less likely to appeal an
umpire’s not out decision than a batsman is to appeal an umpire’s out decision.
This result is intuitive, as not out calls are much more common than out calls, and
both the bowling and batting teams are restricted to the same number of potential
incorrect appeals in an innings. Interestingly, none of the race dummy variable
estimates are statistically significant for the event where the bowling team appeals,
and the appeal is upheld (‘appealed and out’). However, for ‘appealed and not
out’ the coefficient estimates on both the dummy variables indicating two white
umpires and a non-white bowler, and one white umpire, one non-white umpire and
a white bowler are statistically significant at least at the 5% significance level. These
estimates show that these racial pairings are statistically more likely to result in a
struck down appeal in comparison to two white umpires and a white bowler. Similar
to the case of decisions made against batsmen, the standard deviation estimate for
‘appealed and out’ is statistically significant, indicating that there is significant
heterogeneity in how umpires make decisions in this environment. Again, I find
that the standard deviation estimate is small enough to provide evidence that the
estimate on ‘appealed and out’ is statistically different from zero at conventional
significance levels.
Table 6.9 shows the linear combination of the mixed logit model’s race dummy
coefficient estimates for decisions made against the bowling team. The third column
again shows the likelihood of the ‘appealed and not out’ outcome minus the ‘appealed
and out’ outcome, but for the bowling team this result corresponds to the relative
likelihood of the umpires’ decision being proven correct after a bowling team’s
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appeal compared to the base scenario of two white umpires and a white bowler.
Interestingly, all of the results in the third column of Table 6.9 are positive, which
suggests that a white bowler appealing the decision of two white umpires is less
likely to be struck down (or more likely to be upheld) than all other racial pairings.
The results on both the race dummy variables indicating two non-white umpires are
relatively small in magnitude and are statistically insignificant. These results suggest
that the decision-making behaviour of two non-white umpires is not significantly
different to that of two white umpires adjudicating on a white bowler. However,
the estimate on the indicator of one white umpire, one non-white umpire and a
non-white bowler is statistically significant at the 10% level. This result again may
provide some evidence to suggest that a split in the umpires’ races could result in
better decision-making outcomes. Finally, the estimate on two white umpires and
a non-white bowler is positive, economically large and statistically significant at
the 5% level. Therefore, there is convincing evidence, even once the likelihood of
appealing the umpire’s decision is controlled for, that white umpire’s hold a bias
against white players.
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Table 6.7: Mixed logit model for potential outcomes
(1)
Batting team

(2)
Bowling team

2 white umpires &
non-white challenger

0.439∗∗
(0.210)

-0.234
(0.291)

1 white umpire &
white challenger

-0.144
(0.236)

-0.405
(0.280)

1 white umpire &
non-white challenger

0.137
(0.248)

-0.231
(0.308)

2 non-white umpires &
white challenger

-0.241
(0.331)

-0.174
(0.354)

2 non-white umpires &
non-white challenger

-0.133
(0.505)

0.0390
(0.567)

Constant

-2.40∗∗∗
(0.176)

-7.08∗∗∗
(0.196)

2 white umpires &
non-white challenger

-0.601∗∗
(0.283)

0.521∗∗∗
(0.155)

1 white umpire &
non-white challenger

-0.711∗∗∗
(0.261)

0.0865
(0.154)

1 white umpire &
white challenger

-0.578∗∗
(0.293)

0.349∗∗
(0.163)

2 non-white umpires &
non-white challenger

-0.655∗
(0.364)

0.0637
(0.200)

2 non-white umpires &
white challenger

-0.511
(0.615)

0.140
(0.355)

-2.57∗∗∗
(0.167)
Base case

-6.21∗∗∗
(0.117)

0.230∗∗
(0.102)

0.136
(0.135)

0.0341
(0.0726)

0.00130
(0.0280)

0.00539
(0.0228)

0.0000466
(0.00115)

Appealed and Out

0.480∗∗∗
(0.106)

0.369∗∗
(0.184)

Appealed and Not Out

0.0734
(0.155)
2799
-1307.4

0.00683
(0.0846)
482664
-3744.4

Appealed and Out

Appealed and Not Out

Constant
Do not appeal
Unrestricted covariance matrix
v11
Constant

v21
Constant

v22
Constant
Standard devations

Observations
Log lik.
Standard errors in parentheses
∗

p < 0.10,

∗∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗∗

p < 0.01
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Table 6.8: Linear combination of estimates from mixed logit regression:
calls unfavourable to the batting team

2 white umpires &
non-white batsman

Out
(1)
0.439∗∗
(0.210)

Not out
(2)
-0.601∗∗
(0.283)

Difference
(3)=(2)-(1)
-1.04∗∗∗
(0.338)

1 white umpire &
white batsman

-0.144 -0.711∗∗∗
(0.236) (0.261)

-0.567∗
(0.336)

1 white umpire &
non-white batsman

0.137
(0.248)

-0.578∗∗
(0.293)

-0.715∗
(0.366)

2 non-white umpires & -0.241
white batsman
(0.331)

-0.655∗
(0.364)

-0.415
(0.470)

2 non-white umpires & -0.133
non-white batsman
(0.505)

-0.511
(0.615)

-0.378
(0.764)

Standard errors in parentheses
∗

p < 0.10,

∗∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗∗

p < 0.01

Table 6.9: Linear combination of estimates from mixed logit regression:
calls unfavourable to the bowling team

2 white umpires &
non-white bowler

Out
(1)
-0.234
(0.291)

Not out Difference
(2)
(3)=(2)-(1)
∗∗∗
0.521
0.755∗∗
(0.155)
(0.329)

1 white umpire &
white bowler

-0.405
(0.280)

0.0865
(0.154)

0.492
(0.319)

1 white umpire &
non-white bowler

-0.231
(0.308)

0.349∗∗
(0.163)

0.580∗
(0.348)

2 non-white umpires &
white bowler

-0.174
(0.354)

0.0637
(0.200)

0.238
(0.406)

2 non-white umpires &
non-white bowler

0.0390
(0.567)

0.140
(0.355)

0.101
(0.668)

Standard errors in parentheses
∗

p < 0.10,

∗∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗∗

p < 0.01
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Chapter 7
Implications and limitations

The empirical results found in this thesis raise major concerns about white umpires’
decision-making behaviour in cricket test matches. Exploration of the DRS outcomes
in test matches from 2010 to 2014, guided by two different but complementary
economics models, has shown that white umpires are far more likely to make an
incorrect decision against a white player, and this bias against white players is most
likely driven by white umpires’ reputational concerns. The historical context of how
the game of cricket was established, high-profile cases of white umpires being stood
down from international duties after questions were raised about the degree to which
they were influenced by race, and general concern around being perceived as biased
may collectively explain the overcompensation leading to bias against white players
by white umpires. The desired purpose of using the DRS technology is to assist the
decisions in a cricket match to be as accurate as possible. However, the social cost
of being evaluated against today’s norms paradoxically enables the propagation of
white umpires’ bias. There appears to be some evidence that the outcome achieved
when the ICC employs one white umpire and one non-white umpire to adjudicate
on test matches may suffer less bias. Testing the robustness of this evidence would
be a potential avenue for future research.
To quantify the effect of white umpires’ bias against white players, I consider a
hypothetical pair of white and non-white batsmen who each play a 50-match test
career. In all 50 of those matches, I assume that all four innings are played, and the
batsman gets out in every innings in which his team bats. Hence, each batsman gets
out 100 times over the span of his test career. Next, I set the average likelihoods
that a batsman faces two white umpires, two non-white umpires, or one white and
one non-white umpire to be equal to the corresponding sample average probabilities
for white and non-white batsmen. Finally, I consider the point estimates of the
likelihoods of a white and non-white batsman appealing a decision, and the point
estimates of that decision being overturned, across the different racial pairings of
umpires. These assumptions yield the prediction that the white batsman should
overturn about 4.5 umpire decisions, and the non-white batsman should overturn
about 3.6 umpire decisions. Hence, there is a difference of approximately one whole
overturned decision between the white and the non-white batsman over the course of
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their respective careers. To put this result in perspective, if there was a five-match
test series between a team of all white players and a team of all non-white players,
then over the course of the series, one more decision, that is proven to be incorrect,
will be made against the white batting team compared to against the non-white
batting team. This result, whilst striking, is also conservative considering that what
is counted are only the observations that are proven to be incorrect conditional on
appeal, and when the batting team still has review decisions remaining. If the umpire
does have some strategic desire to engage in taste-based discrimination against the
white players, then there are potentially many more incorrect decisions against white
players that may be made over the course of the series, which are not measured
because they are never subjected to the more objective DRS measurement.
Unfortunately, it is far more difficult to fairly quantify the impact of white umpires’
bias against white players on the bowling team, as there are many more not out calls
than out calls. Consequently, recalling the equal fixed number of incorrect reviews
per team, the probability of the bowler challenging any given not out call is much
lower than the likelihood of a batsman challenging any given out call. Also, there
is substantial variance in the number of deliveries that any given bowler, regardless
of race, may bowl in a match. Therefore, it is difficult to construct and analyze
a hypothetical set of representative white and non-white bowlers per team, and
use these to gauge the ballpark impact of white umpires’ bias on bowling teams’
recorded performance.
The analysis performed uses many delivery observations, with a large number of out
and not out decisions by umpires at moments when the batting and bowling teams
both have reviews remaining. However, the number of actually reviewed decisions is
rather small. Therefore, a major limitation is that some results may be insignificant
simply due to a lack of observations. Similarly, some results may be inflated due to
outliers, also an issue stemming from a small sample size. Ideally, I would be able to
gather a much richer data set, including all reviewed decisions up until the present
day. However, the persistence of the white umpire bias effect observed throughout
my results, and robustness exercises, leads me to conjecture that similar effects
would be found in a larger data set. Some effects found to be insignificant here,
such as those relating to non-white umpires’ decision making, may also persist and
gain significance in a larger sample.
Furthermore, the analysis conducted here only considers two formats of cricket
played at the international level. The DRS is used in other formats of the game, and
is utilized at lower levels such as in the Pakistan Super League since 2017 and in
the Indian Premier League in 2018. Both of these national leagues are professional
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tournaments in which the Twenty201 format of cricket is played. Therefore, future
work could draw data from other formats of cricket, and from different leagues
around the world. One major appeal of collecting data from different leagues is
the ability to observe appeals in the context of a greater level of within-team racial
variance than is present in the national teams generating the data used here, in
which players are often quite homogeneous in skin colour. The homogeneity of race
within a national team was addressed here through team fixed effects, but ideally a
study on racial dynamics in sport would have more within-team variance in race.
Finally, the analysis performed to explore the batting and bowling teams’ decisions
of whether to review the umpire’s call was fairly rudimentary. Given the purpose
of the research was to assess racial bias in umpire decision making by exploiting,
and therefore conditional on the decision being reviewed by, the DRS, this was not a
major concern. The results of the mixed logit considered in Chapter 6 illustrate that
there exists a significant white umpire bias against white players after controlling for
the players’ decision to appeal. However, in future research it would be beneficial
to better capture a more complete set of strategic considerations that teams may
consider when using an appeal. The goal of such an extension would be to isolate
the mechanism (i.e., team dynamics and within-match environment) that generates
appealed decision. This information could then be utilized to more fully understand
the match environment where review decisions are observed.

1

Twenty20, as the name eludes, is a format of cricket in which there is a maximum of 20 overs
in each innings, and each team bats for one inning.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion

Many studies have examined the effect of racial bias on economic outcomes. I use the
DRS in cricket to explore the effect of third-party monitoring on the presence of racial
bias in the decision-making behaviour of cricket umpires. The ability to observe
umpires’ decision-making behaviour in the setting where a more objective measure
of the correct decision is publicly realized, provides an interesting insight into how
reputational costs associated with being labelled as racially biased could impact
decision-making outcomes. Hence, I use models that accommodate for reputational
concerns to conceptualize the mechanism that best underpins umpires’ decisionmaking behaviour when they are being monitored. These models rationalize that
in a high-pressure, time-poor and highly ambiguous decision-making environment,
white umpires have an incentive to preferentially make incorrect decisions against
white players to convey that they are unbiased. In the setting where a white
umpire is adjudicating on the match, the empirical results demonstrate that the
magnitude of the overcompensation in the behaviour of white umpires translates
to white batsmen being roughly 20 percentage points more likely than non-white
batsmen to have their appeal upheld, and white bowlers being approximately 15
percentage points more likely than non-white bowlers to have their appeal upheld.
To investigate whether the unexpected bias in the empirical results could be driven
by an alternative mechanism I explore the choice of players to challenge umpires’
decisions. The analysis shows that there is no statistically significant difference in the
likelihood of white versus non-white players to challenge white umpires’ decisions,
conditional on observable characteristics. This result, in conjunction with the
models considered, suggests that reputational concerns are part of the mechanism
influencing the decision-making behaviour of white umpires. Robustness checks
indicate that the racial bias of white umpires against white bowlers is driven by the
ambiguous setting of potential LBW decisions that go against the bowling team.
Model specifications that introduce umpire and match fixed effects demonstrate
that the unexpected bias of white umpires is robust to fixed heterogeneity in the
proclivity of umpires to have their decisions overturned, and to the likelihood of
umpires’ decisions being overturned across matches. Finally, via a mixed logit model
specification I am able to show that the unexpected bias in the decision-making
behaviour of white umpires is still present when I control for the decision to appeal
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the umpires’ original decisions. Therefore, this thesis has shown that the use of
the DRS in cricket, with the sport’s checkered history of race relations, generates an
incentive structure where it is optimal for white umpires to make decisions which are
biased against white players. Avenues for further research include a more thorough
exploration of the decision to appeal umpires’ decisions, a deeper exposition into
a larger data set of test match observations, and extending the research to include
different formats of the game not played at the international level.
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Appendix A
Screen shots from match scorecard on ESP N cricinf o.com
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(a) Top of scorecard page

(b) Open ‘Day 1’ accordion under ‘Match Notes’

Figure A.1: Screenshots from the ESP N cricinf o.com website to illustrate how the webscraped information is presented
online

Appendix B
Chapter 4 probit results

Table B.1: Batting team review decisions: average marginal effects from
probit results
Pooled

Test

ODI

White umpire &
non-white batsman

(1)
(2)
(3)
Reduced
Full
Reduced
∗∗
-0.112
-0.0519 -0.155∗∗∗
(0.0483) (0.0821) (0.0581)

(4)
Full
-0.173+
(0.108)

(5)
Reduced
-0.0122
(0.0853)

(6)
Full
0.117
(0.111)

Non-white umpire &
white batsman

-0.0224
(0.0540)

-0.0219
(0.0542)

-0.0370
(0.0635)

-0.0538
(0.0665)

0.0135
(0.101)

0.0459
(0.0946)

Non-white umpire &
non-white batsman

-0.0296
(0.0563)

-0.0176
(0.0844)

-0.0542
(0.0745)

-0.0399
(0.122)

0.00639
(0.0951)

0.0833
(0.120)

Batting team FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Bowling team FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Year FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Match Controls
Observations

No
578

Yes
570

No
370

Yes
370

No
208

Yes
200

Pseudo R2

0.009

0.081

0.018

0.084

0.000

0.243

Log-likelihood

-361.5

-332.1

-226.0

-210.8

-134.1

-99.0

Standard errors clustered at the match level in parentheses
+ p < 0.15,

∗

p < 0.10,

∗∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗∗

p < 0.01
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Table B.2: Batting team review decisions considering the races of both
umpires: average marginal effects from probit results
Pooled

Test

ODI

2 white umpires &
non-white batsman

(1)
Reduced
-0.153∗∗∗
(0.0584)

(2)
Full
-0.0831
(0.0919)

(3)
Reduced
-0.192∗∗∗
(0.0655)

(4)
Full
-0.202∗
(0.104)

(5)
Reduced
-0.0102
(0.122)

(6)
Full
0.104
(0.151)

1 white umpire &
white batsman

-0.0433
(0.0582)

-0.0155
(0.0569)

-0.108∗
(0.0622)

-0.0907+
(0.0625)

0.124
(0.123)

0.0218
(0.105)

1 white umpire &
non-white batsman

-0.0776
(0.0557)

-0.0209
(0.0884)

-0.143∗∗
(0.0604)

-0.152+
(0.105)

0.0633
(0.117)

0.185+
(0.123)

2 non-white umpires &
white batsman

-0.0822
(0.0690)

-0.0973
(0.0702)

-0.0758
(0.0771)

-0.129∗
(0.0785)

-0.0742
(0.148)

0.0478
(0.161)

2 non-white umpires &
non-white batsman

-0.0741
(0.0814)

-0.0791
(0.112)

-0.0848
(0.106)

-0.0248
(0.161)

0.00805
(0.150)

-0.131
(0.137)

Batting team FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Bowling team FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Year FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Match Controls

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Observations

578

570

370

370

208

200

Pseudo R2

0.011

0.084

0.023

0.087

0.011

0.258

Log-likelihood

-360.6

-331.0

-224.9

-210.0

-132.7

-96.9

Standard errors clustered at the match level in parentheses
+ p < 0.15,

∗

p < 0.10,

∗∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗∗

p < 0.01
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Table B.3: Bowling team review decisions: average marginal effects
from probit results
Pooled

Test

ODI

White umpire &
non-white bowler

(1)
Reduced
-0.0510
(0.0357)

(2)
Full
-0.0190
(0.0711)

(3)
Reduced
-0.0983∗∗
(0.0409)

(4)
Full
-0.120+
(0.0795)

(5)
Reduced
0.0748
(0.0794)

(6)
Full
0.182
(0.136)

Non-white umpire &
white bowler

-0.0672∗
(0.0352)

-0.0533
(0.0376)

-0.0811∗
(0.0433)

-0.0771∗
(0.0445)

-0.00808
(0.0830)

-0.0487
(0.0882)

Non-white umpire &
non-white bowler

-0.0951∗∗
(0.0382)

-0.0506
(0.0688)

-0.0888∗
(0.0503)

-0.105
(0.0757)

-0.0526
(0.0739)

0.0212
(0.135)

Batting team FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Bowling team FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Year FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Match Controls
Observations

No
763

Yes
741

No
515

Yes
513

No
248

Yes
221

Pseudo R2

0.007

0.047

0.012

0.062

0.016

0.177

Log-likelihood

-399.3

-378.1

-272.8

-258.4

-124.0

-98.2

The dependent variable is the dummy for an overturned decision
Standard errors clustered at the match level in parentheses
+ p < 0.15,

∗

p < 0.10,

∗∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗∗

p < 0.01
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Table B.4: Bowling team review decisions considering the races of both
umpires: average marginal effect from probit results
Pooled

Test

ODI

2 white umpires &
non-white bowler

(1)
(2)
Reduced
Full
∗
-0.0715
-0.0707
(0.0431) (0.0730)

(3)
Reduced
-0.115∗∗
(0.0461)

(4)
Full
-0.156∗∗
(0.0733)

(5)
Reduced
0.0769
(0.121)

(6)
Full
0.0845
(0.168)

1 white umpire &
white bowler

-0.0669+
(0.0430)

-0.0562
(0.0441)

-0.0765+
(0.0495)

-0.0728+
(0.0479)

-0.00732
(0.103)

-0.0539
(0.101)

1 white umpire &
non-white bowler

-0.0679∗
(0.0404)

-0.0144 -0.0961∗∗
(0.0734) (0.0450)

-0.103+
(0.0716)

0.0284
(0.101)

0.0857
(0.154)

2 non-white umpires &
white bowler

-0.0379
(0.0577)

-0.0303
(0.0595)

-0.0421
(0.0663)

-0.0487
(0.0621)

-0.00492
(0.129)

0.00611
(0.134)

2 non-white umpires &
non-white bowler

-0.103∗
(0.0607)

-0.0393
(0.106)

0.00249
(0.0931)

0.00824
(0.128)

-0.150∗
(0.0813)

-0.172+
(0.114)

Batting team FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Bowling team FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Year FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Match Controls
Observations

No
764

Yes
742

No
516

Yes
513

No
248

Yes
221

Pseudo R2

0.005

0.048

0.012

0.066

0.019

0.182

Log-likelihood

-400.3

-377.8

-272.9

-257.3

-123.6

-97.6

The dependent variable is the dummy for an overturned decision
Standard errors clustered at the match level in parentheses
+ p < 0.15,

∗

p < 0.10,

∗∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗∗

p < 0.01
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Appendix C
Chapter 5 probit results

Table C.1: Determinants of the decision to appeal the umpire’s call:
average marginal effect from probit results
Batting team
appeal

Bowling team
appeal

2 white umpires &
non-white challenger

(1)
Reduced
0.00822
(0.0208)

(2)
Full
-0.00134
(0.0317)

(3)
Reduced
0.00124∗∗∗
(0.000413)

(4)
Full
0.000140
(0.000609)

1 white umpire &
white challenger

-0.0410∗∗
(0.0171)

-0.0330∗∗
(0.0166)

-0.000101
(0.000361)

-0.000123
(0.000390)

1 white umpire &
non-white challenger

-0.0110
(0.0184)

-0.0135
(0.0290)

0.000680+
(0.000441)

-0.000335
(0.000587)

2 non-white umpires &
white challenger

-0.0441∗
(0.0236)

-0.0345
(0.0249)

-0.0000177 -0.000135
(0.000395) (0.000481)

2 non-white umpires &
non-white challenger

-0.0257
(0.0293)

-0.0267
(0.0399)

0.000491
(0.000496)

-0.000454
(0.000794)

Batting team FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

Bowling team FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

Year FE

No

Yes

No

Yes

Match Controls
Observations

No
2799

Yes
2799

No
160888

Yes
160881

Pseudo R2

0.005

0.029

0.002

0.012

-1087.1

-1061.8

-3472.3

-3436.9

Log-likelihood

The dependent variable is the dummy for an appealed decision
Standard errors clustered at the match level in parentheses
+ p < 0.15,

∗

p < 0.10,

∗∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗∗

p < 0.01
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Appendix D
Chapter 6 probit results

Table D.1: Appeal of LBW decisions: average marginal effect from
probit results

White umpire &
non-white challenger

Batting team appeal
(1)
-0.0693
(0.0561)

Bowling team appeal
(2)
-0.163∗∗∗
(0.0619)

Non-white umpires &
white challenger

-0.0369
(0.0481)

-0.111∗
(0.0642)

Non-white umpires &
non-white challenger
Observations

0.0373
(0.0798)
272

-0.0296
(0.0890)
234

Pseudo R2

0.012

0.022

Log-likelihood

-120.6

-137.0

The dependent variable is the dummy for an overturned decision
Standard errors clustered at the match level in parentheses
+ p < 0.15,

∗

p < 0.10,

∗∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗∗

p < 0.01
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Table D.2: Appeal of LBW decisions considering the races of both
on-field umpires: average marginal effect from probit results
Batting team appeal
(1)
-0.0851
(0.0621)

Bowling team appeal
(2)
-0.178∗∗
(0.0701)

1 white umpire &
white challenger

-0.118∗∗
(0.0458)

-0.0581
(0.0829)

1 white umpire &
non-white challenger

-0.0890∗
(0.0528)

-0.0507
(0.0728)

2 non-white umpires &
white challenger

-0.0141
(0.0642)

-0.0989
(0.0947)

2 non-white umpires &
non-white challenger
Observations

0.0696
(0.123)
272

-0.0767
(0.120)
234

Pseudo R2

0.026

0.020

Log-likelihood

-118.8

-137.3

2 white umpires &
non-white challenger

The dependent variable is the dummy for an overturned decision
Standard errors clustered at the match level in parentheses
+ p < 0.15,

∗

p < 0.10,

∗∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗∗

p < 0.01
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